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Higher
Education
This study
could call
for changes

Oakley meets
with Aidid clan
A U.N. official in Mogadishu,
NAIROBI, Kenya (AP) —
Two U.S. jet fighters flew low speaking on condition, of
over Somalia's capital in a show anonymity, said Aidid's reported
of force today as diplomats offer Saturday for a cease-lire
•pursued a negotiated end to fight- appeared to be a way of opening
ing between U.N. peacekeepers dialogue with Oakley, a former
Bush administration official.
and faction leader Mohamed FarOakley met with representarah Aidid's militia.
tives of Aidid, but not Aidid him"You will see increased activity as more U.S. troops arrive,"
self, on Sunday, a diplomatic
Maj. David Stockwell, the U.N. source in the Somali capital said.
military spokesman, said by teleThe source, who spoke on condiphone a day after President Clintion of anon!„. mity, said he did not
ton's envoy reached Mogadishu. know specifics of the discassions.
A three-ship U.S. Navy amphiMilitiamen loyal to Aidid have
bious battle group carrying 1,750 clashed with peacekeepers since
Marines sailed south through the
June in the southern part of
Suez Canal today heading toward
Mogadishu, where Aidid's supSomalia. The force is part of the
port is centered.- At least 15 U.S.
reinforcements Clinton ordered
soldiers were killed Oct. 3 in one
sent to the Horn of Africa coun- of the fiercest battles yet. Two
try to give U.N. peacekeepers
more bodies believed to be those
more fire power. At the same of Americans were recovered Fritime, Clinton set March 31 as the day, and one soldier was still
deadline for the withdrawal of unaccounted for.
U.S. troops from Somalia.
Aidid said 315 Somalis were
U.S. envoy Robert Oakley's killed and the Red Cross said
arrival Sunday coincided with a more than 700, including many
demonstration by 2,000 to 4,000 women and children, were
Somalis shouting angry slogans
wounded in the 15-hour battle.
against the United Nations and
• See Page 2
the United States.

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Higher education in Kentucky is
routinely poked and prodded
from the inside and out, by
academicians and politicians
alike. The results have varied
widely, but have seldom been too
controversial.
There's yet another study
under way, but a collision of circumstances makes some
observers believe the outcome of
this one could be different, perhaps radically so.
"I'm very definitely leaning
toward the feeling that something
will happen," said Robert Sexton, executive director of the Prichard Committee for Academic
Excellence.
This time, there is widespread
recognition that the days are over
when universities could look for
ever-increasing funding. There is
a national sentiment for universities to refine and focus their particular.specialties. And education•
reform has bubbled up from the.
public schools in Kentucky to the
campuses.
"It's probably the most serious
effort during these 12 years,"
said Donald Swain, president of
the University fof Louisville since
1981.
"Now, the economic climate is
going to force some issues and
public perception is going to
demand some changes," said
Morehead State University President Ron Eaglin.
Gov. Brereton Jones appointed
the Higher Education Review
Commission with representatives
from the campuses, the General
Assembly and his administration.
The commission meets for the
first time in Frankfort on
Monday.
In the past, all of Kentucky's
public universities have tried to
offer a full range of subjects and

PURE RACER
COUNTRY

Make A Difference

Murray, State Univers
celebrated Homecom1n
last weekend with a variety of traditional events,
including reunions and
tournaments. Carrie Ford,
a senior from Mayfield,
was crowned Homecoming
Queen Saturday before
Murray State's football
game with Austin Peay.
The 1993 MSU Homecoming Court (top from left):
Kim Dirks, Catherine Frazier, Carrie Ford, Shannon
Stroud and Heather Grogan. At right, grand marshal Mack Bushart rides in
style during Saturday's
parade. For more highlights, turn to page 14.

Resource fair
will be October 23
kesour(c Fair.
All civic and service organizaBusinesses and individuals can
tions and agencies, volunteer
groups, youth organizations, sponsor door prizes or volunteer
churches and similar groups are to assist with the fair.
Approximately 35 different
urged to participate in the local
celebration of national Make A groups and approximately 70 volunteers have already made a
Difference Day on Oct. 23.
A Community Resource Fair is commitment to participate in the
being held that day from 10 a.m. Community Resource Fair.
Some of the special features of
to 2 p.m. under the sponsorship
of the Calloway County Schools the fair include:
•Clothing exchange programs
Family Resource Center. The fair
will be held at East Elementary for elementary school children
coordinated by parents from the
School.
Any organization which offers three Calloway County elemena service to the public, enhances tary schools.
*Medical screenings, which arc
leisure time for young or old, or
otherwise ,contibutes to the qual- a cooperative effort of several
ity of life in this community can
be a a part of the Community • See Page 2

DAVID RAMEY Itop, STACEY CROOK Inghl)
Ledger & Times photos

II See Page 2

Pearl Harbor
Three countians
remember Dec. 7
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
While most of the nation was
safe in bed at 7:55 a.m. on Dec.
7, 1941, three Calloway Countians were watching bombs fall
on Pearl Harbor.
John Brandon and John Shendock gather almost every day at
the Hazel Community Center, but
telling old war stories is not part
of the entertainment.
Meanwhile, Burt Gee runs his
plumbing business.
All three men are veterans of
Pearl Harbor. Brandon served in
the U.S. Navy 1938-1945. Shendock served in the Army Air
Corps, which later became the
Air Force, 1933-1963 and Gee
served in the Army 1940-1945.

50 CENTS

"As far as we know, there are
only three of us in the county
who survived Pearl Harbor and
are still alive," Shendock said.
He was living on the military
base with his wife to whom he
had been married for about a
year. When the bombing began,
he made her leave.
"The first thing I did was get
my wife off the base," he said.
"Certainly I was scarcd. I would
have been a fool if I hadn't
been."
Through the years, Shendock
said his feelings about the Japanese haven't changed very much.
"I despise the Japanese for
tearing up my playhouse
(Hawaii)," he said. "They say
forgive and forget, but I just

Haitians keep U.S.
warship offshore

•
—
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AMY WILSONI.Leoge, & Twoes photo

Three Pearl Harbor veterans spend a quiet moment together at the
Hazel Community Center. Pictured from left, John Shendock, John
Brandon (standing), and Burt Gee
the c cuts of Pearl Harbor very
can't. I can still remember sitting
in my quarters and seeing the
Japanese planes flying overhead."
Gee said he does not discuss • See Page 2

NOTICE

MEETINGS

SPORTS

• Farmer's Home Administration
Office will be closed Monday, Oct 11
because of Columbus Day

X Calloway County School Board
will meet Monday at 7 p.m. at the board
office
•Calloway County Fiscal Court will
meet Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the office of
Judge/Executive George Weaks.
• Murray City Council will meet
Thursday at 7:30 prn in the council
chambers at city hall.

III A Homecoming victory pushed the
Murray State Racers to 3-3 and 3-1 in
the OVC, right in the middle of the conference race.

• Local post offices will be closed
Monday because of Columbus Day
There will be no delivery of mail except
for express mail
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PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti
(AP) — U.S. troops on a multinational peace mission received a
hostile welcome today when their
warship was blocked from docking and embassy personnel were
turned away from the port by
shouting protesters.
American authorities did not
know how long the USS Harlan
County would be held up, and
played down the portside harassment as representative of a small
minority opposed to restoring
democracy in Haiti.
Some police stood by during
the poruide attacks, while others
held up traffic and allowed the
protesters to get off a bus just
before they dispersed the diplomats and a crowd of foreign
reporters, punching and kicking
their cars.
"We don't want foreigners
Coming here and trying to tell us

One Seaton — 14 Pawn
ClassMode.
11-12
Congas
13

12

1-7

41.10+0,

• See Page 2
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The USS Harlan County, an
amphibious landing vessel,
anchored off the downtown wharf
at first light, with about 200 military engineers, medics and civil
affairs specialists aboard. They
will join an advance party of 26

BRIEFLY...

13

Page 8

what to do!" one nian shouted.
Another yelled: "We're going
to do to them what they did in
Somalia!"
The army, which seized power
in a coup two years ago, has not
stopped a wave of violence preceding the scheduled return to
power Oct. 30 of President JeanBertrand Aristide. On Sunday it
expressed concern that the arriving American troops would be
carrying automatic weapons for a
mission described as
nonconfrontational.

TONIGHT'S
LOW

TUESDAY'S
HIGH

41
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ON THE WATER
KEN TUCK Y. .... 355.7/68'
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355.7
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Nobel Prize winner Phillip Sharp has Kentucky roots
LATONIA, Ky.(AP) — Nobel
Prize winner Phillip A. Sharp was
offered the presidency of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1990, but turned it
down instead of abandoning his
research.
His persistence was rewarded
today, when he got a telephone
call at 6:30 a.m. with word that
he and his British colleague,
Richard Roberts, had been
awarded the Nobel Prize in medicine for their research on genetic
structures. Afterward, Sharp, who
grew up in Pendleton County,

was ecstatic.
"For a Kentucky boy, this is
about as good as it gets," Sharp
told The Kentucky Post of
Covington.
"I won the Nobel Prize this
morning!" he exclaimed. "This
morning! It's a wonderful
experience."
The Nobel Assembly of the
Karolinska Institute in Stockholm, Sweden, awarded the
$825,000 prize to Sharp and
Roberts for discovering "split
genes" and advancing rpearch
on cancer and hereditary

diseases.
Sharp, 49, grew up on a farm
and graduated from Pendleton
County High School, where he
played basketball.
His 76-year-old mother, Kathenn Sharp, told the newspaper that
her son's pursuit of education and
knowledge was evident when he
was only 8 years old.
"He had a small piggy bank
and he saved the money he got
for bifthdays and other occasions.
He used the money to buy a
cow," his mother, recalled this
morning. "When the cow had
calves, he sold the calves for

money for college
She and Sharp's father, Joseph,
live in Latonia, and he returns to
Kentucky once a year for a family reunion.
His older sister, Joanna Layton, is the manager of the
cafeteria at Holmes High School.
Mrs. Layton spent the morning
trying to reach her brother to
congratulate him.
"I've tried and his line is
busy," said Mrs. Layton, who
lives in Butler. "I'll probably
have to send a telegram like anybody else."
Never one to brag about his

work, he didn't even tell his family he was up for the Nobel Prize,
relatives said.
"He's worked very hard and
he's very gifted," she said. — But
he's exactly the way he was
when he was in Pendleton
County."
Sharp, head of the biology
department at MIT, was the
director of its Center for Cancer
Research from 1985 to 1991. He
studied at Union College in Barlourville. Ky., before getting his
doctorate in chemistry at the University of Illinois in ChampaignUrbana, and was a postdoctoral
fellow at the California Institute

of Technology before moving to
Cold Spring Harbor. He stayed
there until 1974, when he joined
MIT.
Ava Gulick was his high
school science teacher. This
morning she told the Covington
newspaper that she remembered
Sharp as a good student, especially in science and mathematics.
"He was such a quiet boy and
research is his field," she said.
"I'm just thrilled to death for
Phillip. It would have been one
ofizme..
.y wildest dreams that one of
my students would win the Nobel
Prize."
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III Education...
FROM PAGE 1
services. Broadening their offerings meant increased funding,
which meant more influence,
which could mean more money.
There have been studies every
few years on whether Kentucky
needed three law schools or two
dental schools or two medical
schools, for example. The answer
always was yes.
Sexton said the current study
will probably not reach the
threshold of whether Kentucky
needs or can afford eight separate
universities and a community college system under the University
of Kentucky with 14 campuses.
But it could address fundamental issues such as the availability
of higher education in specific
regions. Sexton said it makes no
economic sense for a student to
be able to select virtually any
program at the nearest school.
That is an expensive and duplicative system, he said.
But it is also a politically sen-

-Murray
Ledger ik Times
WALTER L. APPERSON
Publisher

ALICE ROUSE
General Manager
GINA HANCOCK
Managing Editor

MARY ANN ORR

sitive one.
"In the politics of Kentucky in
the higher education world,
access is a tremendously important thing," Swain said. "That
one could get very interesting
before we're through."
Eaglin, a newcomer to Kentucky from South Carolina, said
he worries about how decisions
are made about consolidating
programs, voicing the historic
worry the smaller schools have
about U of L and the University
of Kentucky.
"They'll make the case that
they need everything," Eaglin
said.
Higher education gets about 14
cents of each General Fund tax
dollar, but that share has been
declining. At the same time,
enrollments at higher education
institutions in Kentucky has
reached historic highs, putting a
strain on the system.
"What we're coming to terms
with now is a long-term reduction
in the base budget of higher education," Swain said.
Forces within the higher education system have historically
been able to fend off any serious
discussion of cutting programs on
campuses. And Sexton said those
forces will be at work again.
"The argument will be made
that 'our area needs this prog-

ram,' for some special purpose."
Sexton said. "And that argument
will be carried forward by
legislators."
A classic example of that scenario place during the yearlong
study of higher education in
1984-85. That study panel finally
voted to make no report and
reached no conclusions.
"There are still plenty of
obstacles out there," said James
Miller, an Owensboro lawyer and
chairman of the Council on HighCr Education. "This is not just a
higher education problem. This is
a political problem."
Miller and Swain want to keep
the issue from becoming entirely
a legislative initiative.
"If issues get into the legisla-
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ture, they can easily become very
complicated," Swain said.
Forces that are likely to oppose
change are on the campuses as
well.
"You have constituencies for
virtually everything that's going
on," Miller said. "That's always
been one of the problems of higher education, it's so democratic."
"The forces that have prevented this kind of thing in the
past are still very strong," Sexton said.
Eaglin said a loss of programs
would cross the boundaries of
alumni, students, faculty and
legislators. "Remember this,
we're talking about people's
lives," Eaglin said.

•Pearl Harbor...
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Calloway County Bikers kicked on their annual Toy Run Saturday afternoon. More than 25 cyclists each purchased a toy which will be
donated to the Department for Human Services. The toys will be distributed to needy families at Christmas.

•Oakley...
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FROM PAGE 1
"I'm really good at forgetting
on purpose and wiping things out
of my mind," Gee said. "I don't
reminesce,"
He said that the attack on Pearl
Harbor was a real surprise for the
troops.
"We thought we were going to
start it in the Philippines, but the
Japanese snuck in the back door,"
Gee said.
Shendock said during the
attack, he didn't think about
anything.
"Only afterwards did we think
about ourselves," he said. "I was
a career military man and emotionally I was trained. But that
sneaky business is what bothers

FROM PAGE 1

me."
The only injury the men
received was to their pride, Brandon said.
One thing the Pearl Harbor
experience taught the men is that
it can happen again.
"It can happen again and it
probably will," Shendock said. "I
think it's ridiculous what's going
on in Somalia. I don't think we
should even think of sending
troops to Bosnia. I have always
felt with Pearl Harbor that it
wasn't my day."
The attack on Pearl Harbor left
18 American ships sunk or
severely damaged, almost 200
planes destroyed and about 3,700
casualties. The attack led the
United States into World War II.

•Fair...
FROM PAGE 1
professional providers and
volunteers.
*Child protection services such
as fingerprinting and videotaping
with the help of Murray Cablevision, the County Attorney's
office and law enforcement
personnel.
•Informational displays and
activities set up by United Way
agencies.
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Pittman
Wheel Alignment

Support

CRIME

seroPPERs

"Over 20 Years At Same Location"

QUALITY WORK AT FAIR PRICES
New Tires
Alignments • Brakes • Shocks • Struts
Suspension Service • Oil Changes & Lubes
Wrecker Service • Routine Service Work
"Stop by and see what new services
Pittman Wheel Alignment has to offer."

*Adult education opportunities
including G.E.D., KY Tech vocational training programs and special programs at Murray State
such as the B.I.S. degree, Adults
Belong in College and relevant
classes offered through the Family Resource Center will be set up.
Numerous other entertaining
and enlightening programs are
planned.
To participate or obtain more
information, call the Family
Resource Center at 753-3070.
The phone is answered 24-hoursa-day and recorded messages are
handled promptly by staff members Donna Herndon, Beth Durbin and Jean Schweigert.

OF MURRAY AND CALLOWAY COUNTY INC

4%4
4%4
4%4
4%4

Call 753-9500
and remain anonymous

4%4

Quality Work at a fair price.

4%4

A.1 GUTTERS

In addition to U.S. jets buzzing
Mogadishu today for the first
time since January, Stockwell
said two AC-130 aerial gunships
tested their weapons overnight on
an open field ,north of Mogadishu. Like the,scream of the jets,
the gunships' radar-guided cannons could be heard throughout
the city.
Burhan Mohamed Nur, a
spokesman for Aidid, described
the overflights and the target
practice by the four-engine
AC-130s as a provocation.
Diplomatic sources said Oakley planned to meet today with
the commander of the Nigerian
U.N. contingent. The United
States and Nigeria each have a
soldier being held by Aidid's
militiamen.
The militiamen said the American, Chief Warrant Officer Mike
Durant, would not be released
until the United Nations freed 32
Somali prisoners, including four
key aides of Aidid. Durant was
captured during the battle a week
ago.
Oakley also was reported scheduled to meet with the ambassadors of Ethiopia and Eritrea
today.
Those two nations have been
working for months to find a
peaceful solution to the conflict.
Ethiopia played host to a meeting
of leaders of Somalia's 15 major
factions last March at which a
cease-fire agreement was negotiated, but later broken.

FROM PAGE 1
American troops who flew in last
week.
But port authorities, who have
the support of the Haitian mili-

Miss your paper?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
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*Lifetime Guarantee*
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tary, had moved another ship into
the Harlan County's planned
berth. There was no indication
when the U.S. warship, 800 yards
offshore, would dock.
A duty officer at the Pentagon
who declined to be named called
the situation a temporary "parking problem."
Another U.S. warship, the USS
Fairfax County, is to arrive Oct.
20, carrying hundreds more
troops. After unloading, the Harlan County is to remain off Haiti,
ready for possible rescue
missions.

—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)

—Replacement Windows

408 North 4th St., Murray
VISA • MC • DISCOVER
753-8346
753-6779
ACCEPTED

An estimated 350,000 people
died from fighting and famine in
1992 and 2 million more were
feared in danger of perishing
before a U.S.-led military
intervention last December
restored order in most of the
country.
Since December, 31 Americans
and 90 peacekeepers from other
countries have been killed.

•Haitians...
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Oakley met Saturday with
President Meles Zenawi of
Ethiopia, who has a mandate
from the Organization of African
Unity to handle international
negotiations on Somalia.
U.N. Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali said Sunday'
that African, Arab and Muslim
leaders would meet with him on
Oct. 20 in Ethiopia to seek a plan
to prevent Somalia from collapsing into anarchy after U.S. troops
withdraw, The New York Times
said.
Boutros-Ghali fears other
countries will pull their U.N.
peacekeeping troops out of
Somalia when the Americans
leave.
Jonathan Howe, the U.N. special representative in Somalia,
was reported out of Mogadishu
today inaugurating a regional
council in Hoddur, southwest of
Mogadishu.
Establishment of local and regional councils is part of the U.N.
effort to restore order in Somalia,
which degenerated into chaos
after the ouster of dictator
Mohammed Siad Barre in 1991.
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Durant flew with elite army company
tits the bill.
He earned two medals during
Operation Desert Storm — the
Distinguished Flying Cross for
heroism on Feb. 13, 1991. while
piloting a Blackhawk helicopter
and the Air Medal for flying missions deep into enemy territory at
night and at elktremely low

MANCHESTER, N.H.(AP) —
Michael Durant. the Berlin native
being held in Somalia. flew for
an Army unit known as the
"Night Stalkers," a group of
helicopter pilots cloaked in secrecy and known for their heroism.
Members of the 160th Special
Operations Aviation Regiment
arc trained to drop special forces
units in battle, then rescue them
— sometimes under fire. The
pilots arc known for their skills
and bravado.
Chief Warrant Officer Durant

altitudes.

Durant, 32, was piloting a
Eilackhawk when it was shot
down by Somali rebels on Oct. 3.
The 160th was created after the
Wed mission to rescue hostages

in Iran in 1980. The regiment is
headquartered at Fort Campbell,

In H8 1 .
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lorce died in training an
mbat
N
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half of
The unit's role was examined
the Arms 's fatalities
t year.
in Steven Emerson's 1988 book
Emerson ss rote In 1983, five
'• Secret Warriors;'
members of force died when they
"Task Force 160 pilots are
hit an island in Lake Michigan
known as 'Night Stalkers' for
while flying in log.
their daring aviation feats and
"In other fatal accidents, chopwondrous acrobatic skill," Emerpers have flown so close above
son wrote. "Performing virtually.
treetops that they. hit power
imposible aerial maneuvers. lines...F
merson wrote.
Task Force 160 pilots have sufThe unit Is So secretive that
fered a high rate of fatal
Durant's lamily knows nothing
about his missions. except that he
had served in Desert Storm.
The 1600i's pilots are the
Army's finest, said Greg Walker,
a limner special forces sergeant
and writer His latest book, "At
New fighting broke out early
• The urricane's Eye, U.S Spetoday in central Bosnia as
Muslim -led government forces
tried to cut a supply route of their
Bk ,s111.01 Croat toes..
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keepers were seriously injured
Sunday night when a land mine
exploded in a U.N.-protected area
of Croatia.

SARAJEVO, Bosnia Herzegovina (AP) — Up to
150,000 Muslim refugees trapped
by Bosnian Serb and Croat forces
awaited their first relief shipments in months today, but the
aid convoy was blocked about 50
miles away.
'Bosnian Serbs in their northwestern stronghold of Banja Luka
promised Sunday to allow the
convoy carrying 250 tons of food
and medicine to proceed to the
towns of Maglaj and Tcsanj. Aid
workers say the towns, are
jammed with at least 150,00()
civilians.
But the convoy — the first in
more than 100 days to the area
was still blocked this morning,
said Peter Kessler. a spokesman
for the U.N. High Commissioner
for Refugees in Zagreb. Croatia.
There was no indication the
convoy had been cleared to leave
Banja Luka.
Another U.N. spokesman
reported that a Dutch sergeant
was killed and two other peace-

cut Operations Forces from
Vietnam to Desert Storm."
mines the "Night Sulkers"
"The guys that go to the l(it)
that I've met, they are the most
dedicated to mission accomplishment. They are certainly the most
skilled and absolutely the most
daring and fearless in the cockpit," he told The Union Leader
"They will not leave guys on
the ground. If the guys on the
ground are in trouble they will
meet hell to get those guys out."
he said.

The unit prides itself on going
where nobody wants to.
"The unit's logo is a winged
horse, sy m bolt/ mg aviation.
Behind the horse sits the moon,
representing night. The stars
flowing behind the horse represent night vision, and the sword
held abov e the rider's head
demonstrates the desire to strike
quickly and with accuracy The
rider. of course, is Death," Walker wrote in a Soldier of Fortune
magaime article.

The I60th is the only AIMS
aviation unit where all members
are volunteers. Walker said.
"You've got to volunteer and
then cut the mustard and maintain
the standard," he said.

Except for recent events in
Somalia and his participation in
the Gulf War, Durant's role in
tli
iltx;w history
ktwm the 160th is not

Glendale Road Church of Christ

FOR SALE BY OWNER

u rra v, Kentucky

1993 Fall Gospel Meeting
F lear the gospel preached by.

Pat Hardeman
(former re-adent ot Mayfield, Kentucky ./
Si

This spacious family home features 4 bedrooms.3' '? baths, with open
loght & airy interior—children could have upstairs level with their own
study & den. Storage and closet space galore'
The home is situated on a nice landscaped lot in Southwest Villa with
adocent lot available. if desired Back yard fenced for small children or
pets

a.m.

The Precious Faith of the Lord of Glory

Sunday.(.)s toiler I (1

9:00

Sunday, l)ctobcr 1(1

tv.00

Delix.ery of Faith to the Saints

Monday,().-tober II

7:0) p.rn.

Faith: From Beginning to Perfection

Tiles-day,(\ toiler 1'

7:00 p.m,

That Thy Faith Fail Not

Wed th..day October 13 7:0i)

Faith: The Necessary Supplements

Attended nursery- available

for all service'-..

For further information, Call 753-5755.

Your Health Is The One Reason Murra Calloway
County Hospital Provides 26 Medical Specialties.
len you need a
doctor — whether
it's a family practitioner,
an oncologist or a
vascular surgeon — you
can rely on the 48 fulltime physician specialists

W

at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
For nearly a celitury.
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital has joined with
experienced, compassionate physicians to

provide the 1)est possible
healthcare. And because
our doctors are on-site.
local physicians. we've
earned a reputation
for taking good care of
our neighbors.

If .you're looking for a
qualified physician, call
Dr. Finder. Our toll-free
physician referral line at
1-800-342-MCCR and we'll
help find the right doctor for you.
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Congress has long
history of resisting
foreign involvement
By JIM ABRAMS
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — A century and a half before the crisis
in Somalia, a young Illinois congressman named Abraham Lincoln
tried to end U.S. military involvement in Mexico, another foreign
land where Americans were dying.
Lincoln's resolutions during the 1846-48 Mexican War never
passed, but his opposition to the war that reflected growing unrest
among his constituents was part of Congress' long tradition of
resisting foreign military adventures.
That tradition is very evident in Congress' current emotional
objections to American military presence in Somalia and growing
distaste for U.S. participation in any future peacekeeping force in
Bosnia. "Congress tends to be a better reflection of U.S. public opinion
than the president," said Philip Brenner, chairman of the International Politics Department at American University.
"If a military action is popular, they will rally around the flag
very quickly. But if the president hasn't made the case, Congress
will be a brake .on presidential action."
Sen. Phil GramrmR-Texas, said President Clinton hasn't made
the case fcir having Americans, originally sent to help feed the
starving, stay in Somalia.
"Somalis who are dragging (American) bodies around don't look
very hungry to the people of Texas," he said.
Congress has always been ambivalent about its war powers, partly because the Constitution gives the president, as commander-inchief, authority to wage war while leaving Congress the power to
declare war.
As early as 1812, Congress failed to act on a bill to raise needed
troops for the war against Britain because of constitutional questions. One result was that British troops, meeting limited resistance,
stormed Washington and set fire to the Capitol.
One exception was the Spanish-American War of 1898, when
expansionists in Congress forced President McKinley to go to war.
But before World War 1, and again before World War II when
Congress passed the Neutrality Acts to keep America out of the
European conflict, the president took the lead in putting the nation
on a war footing. Congress followed reluctantly.
"Congress has a tendency to let the president make the tough
decisions, to stand back, to praise when he's right and criticize
when he's wrong," said Rep. Lee Hamilton, D-Ind., chairman of
the House Foreign Affairs Committee.
Criticism has dominated since the Vietnam War, when Congress
repealed the 1964 Tonkin Gulf Resolution, passed several end-thewar amendments and in 1972 tried to cut off funding for the war.
In 1973, Congress passed, over President Nixon's veto, the War
Powers Resolution requiring the withdrawal of U.S. troops from
combat within 60 days if Congress does not declare war.
Subsequent presidents have called the act unconstitutional, but
they have made the gesture of seeking congressional approval for
military actions.
President Bush, while stressing that he could act. without the
backing of Congress, in January 1991, requested approval for military strikes against Iraq. Congress did so, but only after a close,
52-47 vote in the Senate.
An angry Congress has set a Nov. 15 deadline for it to decide on
continued military presence in Somalia, and members say any
action in Bosnia will also. be subject to congressional review.
A resolution on Bosnia "is going to happen and the question is
whether you are going to be prepared for it," Sen. Richard Lugar,
R-Ind., a senior member of the Foreign Relations Committee, told
administration officials.
The one real hold Congress has over the president is its control.
over government purse strings, and when it comes to foreign aid or
any other spending abroad, lawmakers have a history of being
stingy.
"It's fair to say that Congress is less willing to pay the costs of
any foreign policy," said Joseph White, a congressional scholar
with the Brookings Institution, a Washington think tank. "In general. they are more skeptical of foreign involvement of any sort."
EDITOR'S NOTE: Jim Abrams covers foreign policy issues
in Congress for The Associated Press.

GUEST EDITORIAL
Oct. 4, The Greenville (S.C.) News on learning from
Waco:
The official report on the bungled raid on the Branch Davidian
compound in Waco, Texas, raises a basic question for federal officials
seeking to avert any repetition of it.
The U.S. Treasury Department's critique of the performance of the
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms in Waco confirms earlier
reports that ATF officials went ahead with the raid even though they
knew cult leader David Koresh had been advised of their plans. It also
confirms allegations that, in the aftermath of the assault, which
resulted in the deaths of four federal agents, ATF supervisors lied
about their knowledge that Koresh had been tipped off.
Appropriately, the report resulted in the departure of ATF Director
Stephen Higgins and the suspensions of five other agency officials.
But a key questitin stems from the finding that the ATF never considered an alternative to mounting a military-style assault on the heavily armed group. It's possible the bloodshed could have been avoided
had the agency decided to arrest Koresh when he was away from the
compound. ...
Perhaps the principal lesson of the Waco incident is that armed
officers lacking professional control and supervision can do as much
harm as armed religious fanatics, and with less excuse.

Candidates should limit own signs
Well, here we go again. In
three short weeks it will be election day. Hence — hand shakes,
pledges and signs will begin to
sprout throughout the city.
In the past, I have argued
against the city's sign ordinance,
which restricts the number of
signs that may be posted on one
lot.
I think the ordinance infringes
on one's right to political free
speech. However, if a candidate
willingly chose to limit his or her
own signs, then there would be
no infringement.
The city council race will
probably be the hottest contest
this November. Seventeen residents will be vying for 12 seats
on the council: 10 of those are
incumbents.
So. I am asking all the candidates for city council, along with
every candidate running for election, to limit their own campaign
signs.
This is a relatively small town.
Most voters can remember a candidate without seeing a campaign
sign every city block.
In addition, I would rather
meet a candidate face to face and
ask questions than to read a name
on a piece of plywood.

(

)( )IU.:1) LINES

I appreciate each candidate's
desire to join in public service. I
am not asking for all signs to be
prohibited. I would merely suggest that campaigners use discretion and common sense when
hammering their signs into the
ground.
• • • •
Speaking of common sense. I
was under the assumption that
candy would not be thrown from
vehicles involved in this year's
Murray State University homecoming parade.
Much to my dismay, I saw several vehicles loaded with people
who were hurling pieces of candy
into the crowd. I was told each
entry was informed of the policy.
Well, if each entry knew not to
throw candy, why did they do it
anyway?
If memory serves, the policy

was set in order to avoid potential tragedy. You see, officials
were concerned that small children would dart into the street to
pick up candy and risk getting hit
by another vehicle.
In addition, walkers were
allowed to go along beside a vehicle and hand candy to children.
I personally like the policy. It
seems practical and much safer.
(I also don't like getting beaned
by flying Jolly Ranchers while
taking pictures.)
Nonetheless, candy flew and
children ran. Fortunately no one
was injured. But what about the
next time?
•

•

•

•

Finally, I've been watching
and reading about action in
Somalia. What I've seen has not
only been distressful but also
distasteful.

I don't know about everybody
else, but I say the United States
should get out and get out now. I
thought the whole reason we
went there in the first place was
to help starving people.
Well, while our soldiers are
over there offering hope, they're
getting their butts shot off. What
a way to show thanks.
I realize there is a lot more
going on than a mission of hope.
But really, why don't we get our
troops out? Obviously, we are not
wanted.
When I saw the photos of an
American soldier being dragged
through the streets, I was so
angry. How can we as a.country
stand by and let one of our own
be treated in such a manner?
Let the Somalis fend for
themselves.
This so-called humanitarian
mission has literally blown up in
our faces. We've got starving,
sick people in this country. If
President Clinton wants to help,
all he has to do is look in his own
back yard.
The United States of America
is not the world's police unit. The
United Nations is. (Or at least
that's what they told me in history class.)

Changes in our Schools
A

Commentary

Technology enhances student learning
By Marilyn Bailey
When Tracy Slier graduated from
Williamsburg High School this past June
she entered the job market along with
approximately 30 percent ofalmost 37,000
'93 Kentucky high school graduates.
In an interview with Southern Drilling Co. her perspective boss skeptically
asked her to demonstrate what she knew
about using WordPerfect,a software program.
Stier, 19, who had taken an office
systems class in high school, sat down at
the computer, keyed in the assignment
and ran it out on the printer.
Slier got the job.
"I'm so glad I went to Williamsburg
High School," said Stier. "They really
care about then students."
For Williamsburg school officials one
ofthe ways they showed they cared about
their students was instituting early on the
technology goals mandated by the Kentucky Education Reform Act.
By 1996 every Kentucky classroom
should have: one teacher workstation; one
student workstation for every six students; a printer; access to a school laser
printer; and access to a statewide electronic network that will include connection to national education and research
networks and data bases and more.
To support every classroom there will be
a well-trained school technology coordinator in every school and a trained district
technician coordinator. Effective professional development opportunities would

also be readily available for all teachers
to use technology appropriately and creatively.
Kentucky school districts are at various phases in the process. More than 100
of the 176 school districts have completed plans for incorporating technology
into the curriculum
Williamsburg, a school district of
1,000 students in Whitley County, is a
little further ahead than most, however.
"We're from a relatively poor pan of
the state," said David Farrar,
Williamsburg schools' technology coordinator."Our tax base is not that good but
our local leadership has been tremendous. We've had the support at a
grassroots level from the superintendent
and the board of education to do these
things."
Elementary school students put together books they've written and Illustrated using publishing software programs.'
Middle school students have also
branched out to produce documentaries
that are shown to the whole school on
closed circuit TV. In addition to the computer opportunities for students,there's a
high school technical education class with
15 to 20 modules offering instruction in
laser technology,robotics,computer drafting, aeronautics and more. The high
school journalism class produces a news
broadcast as well.
"You can really see the changes in
kids as they perform in front of the cam-

era," said Farrar."They really are poised
and becoming more self confident."
In Shelby County, a school system
with over 4,500 students, wiring is being
completed that will allow a teacher to take
attendance in the classroom, send the information by computer to the district office and from there to central office in
Frankfort, all in the matter of minutes.
An electronic mail system will allow
teachers and administrators to communicate with each other by computer. And
every teacher and administrator in Shelby
County has a computer
"We made a commitment prior to the
mandate that this technology was very
important," said Michael Bidwell, technology coordinator for Shelby County
Schools. Teachers went to technology
fairs and selected their own computers.
Workshops help teachers selecetheir own
software as well.
"We felt the more comfortable teachers were with using the equipment the
faster they would use it for instruction. We
knew this wasn't going to work without
them," he said
Shelby County students at all grade
levels work in the publishing center,study
math on the computer and study process
writing. Labs are seldom empty as kids
come before school and stay after to use
the computers
All these are geared to achieving the
county's long-term plans of developing
students' problem solving skills, writing
proficiency and reference skills so all stu-

dents can become information managers
Eventually Bidwell hopes to expand
the system to allow parents to access
certain types of Information at home
After school students would be able to
access encyclopedia-type information
from their home computers. For those
who don't have home computers. Bidwell
says an alternative would be providing
access through public places such as libraries.
Shelby County, too, has its succa-ss
stories such as Michael, "The Miracle
Kid." Because of a speech disability he
was a year older than most ofthe students
and often not viewed as capable of doing
high level work. But a teacher introduced
Michael to the computer and a whole lot
of attitudes changed.
"He took to it like a duck takes to
water," said Bidwell. •'He understood
things about the computer the teacher
didn't understand."
Now Michael, 10, installs software
programsin the school'3Computers. When
teachers at his elementary school need
help in figuring out a program,they consult Michael.
•'The technology totally unlocked this
child; his self concept soare4."
Each district's technology coordinator can provide information as to your
school district progress or you can use
your own computer and modem and call
606-281-9452.
Marilyn Bailey a the Director ofCommunicationsfor The Prichard Committee
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Timing on health care still an issue
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Greg Higdon, the legislative liaison for Gov. Brereton Jones, says
it's too early to talk about when a
health care reform bill might
come to a vote.
"I haven't even been working
on that yet," Higdon said last
week. "We're talking about
working together to put together
a bill."
But some people, including
Jones, have talked about the timing of the health care debate.
Jones called a special session to
take up health care earlier this
year, but it ended in May without
any action. After that session
ended, Jones has insisted that
another special session was
needed this year to take it up
again.
Only the governor can call the
General Assembly to the Capitol
for a special session and he alone
sets the agenda. The legislature
meets in January for its biennial
regular session, when lawmakers
decide what to take up and what
to leave behind.
House Speaker Joe Clarke, DDanville, has suggested taking up
the health care topic during the
opening weeks of the regular scssem, when little of significance
happens anyway.

CAPITOL IDEAS

Mark R. Chellgren
An Associated Press News Analysis
The Democratic governor has
said in the past that he wants
health care considered by itself,
not thrown in with all the other
issues that will come up during
this regular session, from casino
gambling to prison construction.
Special sessions cost upwards
of $45,000 per day in salaries and
expenses, and the failed special
session in May lasted nearly a
month. Just Friday, Senate President John "Eck" Rose, DWinchester, said that session was
a failure because not enough
work had been done to prepare a
health care bill for consideration.
In May, Jones was insistent on
universal insurance coverage for
all Kentuckians as the basis for
his approach to health care
reform. It would have also meant
a tax increase to pay for coverage
for the poorest Kentuckians.
Neither idea attracted much legislative enthusiasm and discussion

of those points has been dropped.
Jones' administration has left
the task of coming up with a new
approach to health care reform to
a task force of legislative leaders
from both parties and representatives of his administration.
Several health care ideas are
floating around, but none are yet
on paper. The Health Care
Reform Task Force has been
meeting for several months and is
tossing around the idea of a plan
based on purchasing cooperatives
for health insurance coverage to
hold costs down.
The concept of a state agency
to set rates that could be charged
by doctors, hospitals and insurance companies has also been
raised. No decisions have been
reached by any formal group.
Senate Republicans offered a
proposal in the May special session, but it has not been given
serious attention in the chamber

-•
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where Democrats hold a 25-13
majority, and control all committees and the flow of all bills.
Talk of when health care
reform will be taken up by the
legislature has now cooled. Jones
has avoided questions about a
special session recently. Just last
week, he said discussion of the
timing of legislative consideration of health care reform was
counterproductive.
Rose made a similar point Friday. "I think anytime you try to
set a specific date, that becomes a
debate, the timing of a session
becomes the debate and everybody quits talking about the plan
that you're going to try to implement," Rose said. "Again, I
think we need to work toward
developing that plan and I think
we're making substantial
progress."
At the same time, Higdon said
Jones has not formally changed
his position that a special session
is desirable.
"We're taking the proper
approach and interacting very
closely with the legislature."
Higdon said. "Everything I hear
from the General Assembly is
they're working very hard on
writing a piece of legislation that
we can pass."
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Tulips should be planted in autumn
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"Some farmers are wasting a

lot of money and causing themselves significant physical harm
when really they don't have to do
anything," Faeth said.
For the first time, the study
included health costs from the
use of imported pesticides, some
of which are banned in the
United States. It said Philippine
hospitals reported more than
4,000 cases of acute pesticide
poi'soning from l980 to 1987.
including 600 deaths.
The study -i-s conti1u4ng-4n die—
United States and anus to determine the best methods and thehesi government Nlicies for far
filers and the --envirjniAnent. It recommended the elimination of farm subsidies anywhere
they are encouraging degradation
of natural resources or adding to
commodity

surpluses.
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UNITED WAY
of
Murray-Calloway County
UNITED WAY MEMBER AGENCIES
AMERICAN RED CROSS
Peggy BilI.ngton. Executive Director - 753 1421
607 Poplar. Room 202, Murray. KY 42071
Provides assistance with emer•
AJTINTrEINITI It,sl Cltrwiti
gency and disaster srtuations,
training programs in First Aid,
and !he, r.imihes .
servicemen
to
assistance
Water Safety and CPR.
People served 5,063
ARTHRITIS FOUNDATION - KENTUCKY
Shirley Co.. Executive Director - 1 800 633 5335
2009 C Frederica St . Owensboro. KY 42301
Seeks c &uses,cures and prevention of arthritis through
research and education Offers support groups and
ARIVIRMS
medical equipment lending to patients People served FOUNDATIONS
289
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dincloping countries are unwittingly .using methods that multiply the long-term cost ol their
produce by harMing the earth and
sometimes endangering humans,
said the report by the international research organization that is
financed by grants from governments and private sources.
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soil depletion and erosion are
taken into consideration, it said.
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Many governments pay farmers

device, invented by Howard Martin

America

that

a few cents in the United States.
India, the Philippines and Chile.
but its real cost could, be much
higher because of the environmental damage farmers inflict in
productmg it, according to case
Studies in the four countries.
In the four countries studied,
"practices that caused the greatest environmental harm get more
incentive from the government
while those that get the least
money do the least damage,"
Faeth said.
In India, the study found that
electrical subsidies encourage
excessive use of water for wheat
and rice in desert areas of Punjab
state. With water tables droppingi
the real cost of the rice, which
takes far more water, is rising,
the fwort said.
'Basically, rice shouldn't be
grown there," Faeth said.
In the Philippines, the government •already has responded to
the study by outlawing three
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Officers to serve the Kentucky Veterinary Medical Association for
1993-94 Include (from left) Dr. Robert C. Stout of Versailles, secretary,
treasurer; Dr. Kristen Hodges of Covington, vice president; Dr. James
0. Cook of Lebanon, president; Dr. William G. Holbrook of West Liberty.
president-elect; Dr. Walter Zent of Lexington, Immediate past president
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MURRAY.CAl t °WAY COUNTY
SENIOR CITIZENS
757 0.42.4
Eric. Keller..., I .e tax Director
6,07 Poplar. Suits 105, Murray. KY 42071
Provides whir alional program.. and activities including health recte
alion, legal istaies and fellowship for sorrow ilmons Coordinates local
meals on wheels program Peoplo Sof vrii 1 261

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA
Scott Oliver. District Director - 759 9069
875 Joe Bryan Rd. Paducah. KY 42002
Helps instill values and teach young people to mali•
ethical chow**.develops physical and personal fitness
through camping. hiking. swimming, field sports and
community service People served 650

MURRAY FAMILY YMCA
()aortic,' 759 YMCA 19622/
ra nr.w Pay F'.'
204 N 1710tiniveisity Squar•. Murray. K 42071
Provides programs for all age groups, including sismorY
c'fixers' fitness and aquatics alter school child care, sum
6yc arAps an yout hd leader ship training P•ophis•rved
Oi7a
o
MrcI

CALLOWAY COUNTY 4•H COUNCIL
Jane Steely. Director - 753-1452
607 Poplar. Room 208. Murray. KY 42,071
Promotes the development of youth into prockicti..•
self drrecting and contributing members of society People
served 2.137

NEED LINE
1( Mho, Comfy I re,otivix Director - 753 6,333
507 Poplar Suite 104, Murray. KY 42071
Provides emergency assistance for local people needing
help with food, rent utilities temporary shelter, medical
on People served 1,380
.
prescriptions and tranSpotlati

CALLOWAY COUNTY HUMANE SOCIETY
105 E. Sycamore Extended. Murray, KY 42071
759 4141
Provides care for honssillass animals, pet therapy at
nursing homes and teaches animal carol Strives to
increase awareness about cruelty to animals and pet
population People served 5.392

SPOUSE ABUSE HOTLINE AND SHELTER - 759 4050
Provides a 24 hour crisis line crisis COUX11011fig reMorrals.
Community education. COuct advocacy and shelter to vidims
of domestic violence and their children People served 750

Virer rw ww wwww
KENTUCKIANA GIRL SCOUTS
Kay McCollum, Service Center Director - 443 8704
711 Jefferson St Peducah, KY 42001
Helps girls ages 5 17 develop values. self awareness.
leadership skills and community responsibility People
served 385
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RAPE VICTIM SERVICES
SERVICES
Carolyn Smith - 753 5777
Provides free services to victims of sexual assault a 24 hour crisis line.
counseling services, medical and legal advocacy. support groups, self
defense training and Consultation and a speaker's bureau Amor.
served 159
WEST KENTUCKY MENTAL HEALTH/MENTAL RET ARDATION
Joan Lovett. Program Director - 753 6622
903 Sycamore Murray, KY 47071
l=1=4011614
. range of comprehensive414110 4
Provides a wide/
mental health mental retardation and Substance *bus'services People
served 866
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CALENDAR
JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

Toastmasters will meet tonight
Purchase ToaStmasters will welcome a number of local guests to
their 6 p.m. meeting tonight (Monday). The group, which meets biweekly, will meet at University Branch of Bank of Murray. Donna
Baldwin-Amato will present Margaret Welch and Barbara Frank
who will each speak on selected topics. Pamela Dawes will read
from selected historical speeches. Ethel Jackson will recite the
evening poem and Jean Fleming will be tonight's topicmaster. The
Purchase Toastmasters, affiliated with Toastmasters International,
provides a local forum for speaking and management leadership.

Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, Oct.
12, at 7 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre. Sondra Carman,
speaker, will led the program on "New Beginnings." The SOS is a
nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for single
adults, whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For
1 more information call Jeanne, 753-0224, or Linda, 437-4414.

Bingo games Tuesday
Bingo games, sponsored by Knights of Columbus, will be Tuesday. Oct. 12, at 7 p.m. at the new K/C Building on Squire Hale
Road, between South Johnny Robertson Road and Oaks Road. The
doors will open at 6 p.m. Proceeds are used for church and civic
projects.

Coffee Break Tuesday
A Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist
Church on Tuesday, Oct. 12, at 9:30 a.m. This weekly event is for
all interested persons who meet for Bible study and refreshments.

Parents Anonymous Tuesday

Monday, Oct. 11
Agoraphobia Anxiety Panic Disorder
Support Group/6:30 p.m./Calloway County Public Library. Info/753-1907.
Local post offices closed today for Columbus Day.
Local ASCS offices closed today for Columbus Day.
Farmer's Home Administration closed
today for Columbus Day
Calloway County School Board
meeting,/7 p in

--I Bridal
Registry
Maria Crawford
& Raybo Dunn
Lisa Williams
& Orlando Valdes
Shannon Cavitt
& John Imes
Candace Clark
& Kevin Brown
Kris Harper
& Gary Boling
Kimberly Darnell
& Mark Lyon
Debbie Stubblefield
& David Oliver
Deanna Garland
& Mark Thurman
Lori Choate
& David Geurin

pierikworts

The local chapter of Parents Anonymous will meet at 6 p.m. on
Tuesday. Sept. 14. For more information call 753-0082.

Overeaters Anonymous Wednesday
Murray Overeaters Anonymous will meet Wednesday, Oct. 13, at
5:15 p.m. at Ellis Community, 630 Ellis Dr. This is -open to all.
interested persons.'OA' is a fellowship pf men and wonitn from all
walks of life who meet in order to help solve a common problem
— compulsive overeating. The only requirement for membership is
a desire to stop eating compulsively. OA is patterned after Alcoholics Anonymous program. There are no dues, no fees, no weigh-ins
and no diets.

Diabetics Group will meet
Diabetics Taking Control Support Group will meet Thursday,
Oct. 14, at 6:30 p.m. in board room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Dr. Robert Korolevich, family practitioner, will give an
informative lecture on "Diabetes Management" with a question and
answer session to follow. All interested pertsons are invited to
attend. For more information call 762-1100.

Red Cross Board meeting Tuesday
The Board of Calloway County Chapter of the American Red
Cross will meet Tuesday, Oct. 12, at noon at Holiday Inn. Don
Jones, chairman of the board, and Peggy Billington, executive secretary, urges all members and interested persons to attend.

Athletic Boosters to meet at 6 p.m.
Calloway County Athletic Boosters will meet Tuesday. Oct. 12,
at 6 p.m. at the office of Calloway County Board of Education.
Persons note change of time from previous announcement. Everyone interested in promoting the athletic programs at Calloway
County High School and Middle School is invited and encouraged
to attend and participate.

THEOS meeting on Tuesday
THEOS, a support group for widowed men and women, will
meet Tuesday, Oct. 12, at 2 p.m. in Annex of Calloway County
Public Library. Lillian Steele will present the program on "Handling Grief — What A Widowed Person Would Like to Say." The
THEOS name, a registered trademark, stands for "They Help Each
Other Spiritually." This is a mutual self-help group which has provided a supportive, educational and non-sectarian spiritual program
for the widowed since 1962. For information call Dr. David Roos,
753-3824, Lillian Steele, 753-2875, Opal Howard, 753-1998, Reita
Moody, 753-0172, or Karen Isaacs, 753-2411.

1205B Chestnut * 753 1S51

Monday, Oct. II
Suburban Homemakers Club/7
pm /home of Wilma Wilson.
Murray Middle School Site-Based Decision Making Council/7 p.m./school.
(7alloway Coentyr7 p.m./Fire District
2/New Concord Station.
Sigma Department of Murray Woman's
Club/7 p.m./Pagliai's.
Memorial ;swag Church events include
Experiencing God and Revival Pareyr
meeting/7 p.m; Puppets/8 p.m.
First United Methodist Church events
include Reach•Out Callers 11/4 p.m.;
Adult Disciple Bible Study/6 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church events include
Dorothy Moore Circief7:15 pm.
First Christian Church events include
Boy Scout 77 at 6.30 p.m.; Stewardship
Committee with Darrel McFerron/6.30
pm
Lodge 728 of Woodmen of World/6
pm /1.og Cabin Restaurant.
Single Too/7 p.m./Louie's Steak House.
Info/Wynnona, 753-784 5 or Joe.
1-527-9177.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m /Education Unit, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Memorial Baptist Church events include
Week of Prayer program/7 p.m. and
Puppets/8 p.m.
First Christian Church events include
Boy Scout Troop 77 at 6:30 p.m.
Murray High School events include
Academic Team at Calloway County High
School; JV football at Fulton City/6 p.m.
Alcoholic Anonymous closed discussion
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Building, South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Infor753-8136 or 435-4314.
Hardin City Counc11/6 p.m./Hardin City
Hall. •
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Depanment/6-30 p.m./Water Valley Community Center.
PAL (Purchase AIDS Link) Support
Croup/7 p m./I.ourdcs Hospital. Paducah.
info/I-444-2685.
Epilepsy Foundation of Western Kentucky Self-llelp Group/7 p.m./basement
classroom/Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah

Murray Branch of AAUW will meet
Murray Branch of American Association of University Women
will meet Tuesday, Oct. 12, at 6:30 p.m. at Seven Seas Restaurant.
Janice Murphy, assistant professor of elementary and secondary
education at Murray State University, will speak. Everyone interested in AAUW is invited, bu the only requirement for membership
is a college degree. For information or to share a ride call Betty
Boston, 759-4923, evenings, or 753-3366, days.

Voting hours extended
Hours have been extended for voting for Murray High School
Site-Based Decision Making parent representative. The time will be
from 5 to 8 p.m. on Tuesday, Oct. 12, at Murray High School.

Yard sale leftovers are wanted
Persons having yard sales are encouraged to hold any left over
children's and infants' clothing for donation to the Community
Resource Fair Clothing Exchange to be held Oct. 23. Collection of
clothes for the Exchange will begin Oct. 11 at National Guard
Armory and continue week days through Oct. 21. The Community
Resource Fair is being coordinated by the Calloway County
Schools Family Resource Center. For more information call the
center at 753-3070.
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Lee and Winders vows
said at Dexter church
Valerie Ladessa Lee, daughter of Ron and Brooks Collie of Dexter,
and Richard Winders, son of Donald Winders and Thelma Winders of
Marion, were married Saturday, Aug. 28, at 1:30 p.m. at Dexter Baptist Church.
Officiating at the ceremony was the Rev. James Keeling. Prayer
was led by the Rev. Paul Bogard. Music was by Donna Starrick, sister
of the groom.
Given in marriage by her sons, Jason Lee and Justin Lee, the bride
wore a full length ivory satin gown decorated with lace, sequins and
pearls. She wore a tiara headpiece and blusher veil.
Her flowers were fuchsia and white, created and designed by the
bride.
Carol Erwin, bridesmaid, wore a fushia satin gown. Sara Starrick
and Lenora Starrick, nieces of the groom, were flower girls.
The groom wore a black tuxedo. Jeff Potter was best man. Ushers
were Chad Collie and Paul Erwin.
A reception followed in the Fellowship Hall of the church.
Serving were Vickie Edmonson, sister of the bride, and Donna Starrick, sister of the groom. The wedding cake was made by Marilyn
Shoaf.
The bride attended Calloway County High School. The groom is a
graduate of Murray State University with a master's degree in Agriculture Engineering. They are both employed at Fisher-Price.
Mr. and Mrs. Winders are now residing in Murray.

Now Available At Murray's

l
-

Alzheimer's meeting on Tuesday
Alzheimer's Disease Educational/Support Group meeting will be
Tuesday, Oct. 12, at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital. "Healing the Heart with Music" will be
discussed by Chaplain Rebecca Church. Free sitter service during
meetings is provided by Shared Care Adult Day Program, but persons should contaCt Debbie Hill, 753-0576, or MCCH Home Care
Services, 762-1537, by Monday at 4 p.m. For more information call
Joretta Randolph at 753-5561, or Cindy Ragsdale, L.S.W., at hospital, 762-1100.
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BOOK FAIR CONTINUES • Clifford, left, the big red dog, tens Calloway
County Public Library visitors, Shelby Morgan and Faye Cherry, about
the Scholastic Book Fair going on at the library through Tuesday, Oct.
12. This event Is being sponsored by Alpha Department of Murray
Woman's Club.

Ladies will play golf
Ladies of Murray Country
Club will play golf on Wednesday, Oct. 13, at 9:30 a.m.
Those not listed in the lineup
but desiring to play may come
and be paired at the tee. Hostesses will be Margaret Shuffett and
Diane Villanova. If a person is
unable to play, please call one of
the hostesses.
The lineup is as follows:
Tee I - Patty Claypool, LaVern
Ryan. Beth Belote and Marion Poole,
Tee 3 - Louise Lamb, Rowena Cullom. Edith Garrison and Frances
Richey.
Teo 4 - Margaret Shutlett. Deane Villanova. Mary O'Day and Penny cyDay:
Tee 5 - Frances Hulse, Betty Stewart Inus Orr and Venela Sexton,

Too 6 - Bitte Cohoon, Peggy Shoemaker, Billie Wilson and Freda Steely.
Too 8 • Faira Alexander, Toni Hopson, Nancy Trawick and Tonya Fike,
Ti. 9 • Shirley Jenstrom, Norma
Frank, Ann Brown and Betty Scott
Winners of play on Wednesday, Oct. 6, have been released
by. Edith Garrison and Frances
Richey, hostesses, as follows:
Championship flight winner Frances Hulse
First flight winner - Evelyn
Jones;
Second flight winner - Peggy
Shoemaker;
Third flight winner - Ann
Brown;
Fourth flight winner - Beth
Belote.

Calendar...
FROM PAGE 6

Tuesday, Oct. 12

Brian Martin, visiting from
Penzance, Great Britain, will lecture at 10 a.m. on Tuesday, Oct.
12, at Murray Art Guild, 103
North Sixth St., Murray.
His subject will be "British
Impressionism in Cornwall During the late 19th Century." Martin, a retired art teacher, is staying with Tom and Nancy Christensen as part of a visit "to see
America." After leaving Murray,
he will travel to Chicago and then
return to Minneapolis, Minn.,
where his trip originated.
,Martin teaches adult education
classes at Penwith College and
operates an antiquarian book and
antique shop, located in Mousehole, a small village near
Penzance.
Since retiring as an art teacher
and school headmaster, Martin
has made a study of the grchip of
Impressionist painters who Chose
to live and paint in Newlyn and
St. Ives in Cornwall. His lecture
has been adapted from his six

Aurora Country Festival
will be held on weekend
The Aurora Country Festival
in the big tent during each day.
will be held over the weekend of
Live free entertainment will be
Oct. 15, 16, and 17. This 16th
Saturday at 11 a.m. and 3 and
annual festival recreates a counp.m. There will be line dancing at
try festival of the 1880s. Fall colthe Wishing Well featuring the
ors will be in full array at this
band, Night Moves, at 3 p.m. The
time of year.
Village Pan Handlers from LakeAll weekend, beginning on Friland Wesley Village will enterday, Oct. 15, a unique display of -tam with pan handler/kitchen
arts, crafts, antiques, vintage
music. A local band, Wilder
items and collectibles will occur
Daze, will perform at 8 p.m.
at the main festival site in down, On Sunday, church services
town -Aurora an at the flea
will be at 8:30 a.m. An ice cream
market area just up the road.
s(x:ial with gospel singing on the
There will be many craft
grounds will be at 1 p.m. Sunday.
demonstrations featuring sorgDuring intermission, a drawing
hum making with horses working
for a quilt will be held.
the mill. Other demonstrations
To enter your horse drawn vehwill include such things as an
icle or antique car in the parade,
Old-Timey Blacksmith, an
call Diane at 474-2222. For other
authentic broom maker, a spininformation call Chuck
ning hweel, a weaver, a chain
Blanchard, 474-2266.
saw artist and many more.
An expanding display of funny
characters posing along the highway in period costumes and situations will delight young and old.
Parking and festival events are
free.
The large parade stops traffic
on U.S. Highway 68 for over an
hour starting at 1 p.m. Saturday
while marching bands, antique
cars, horse drawn vehicles, floats,
polificans, and clowns entertain
the crowd. Crowds of 10 to 15
thousand have been in attendance
at previous parades.
There will be continuous Bingo

First United Methodist events include
Monday, Oct. II
Waters/Doran Circle at church and
W'rather West Kentucky Museum/open Tucker/Frost Circle at C. Craig/9:30 a.m ,
8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Caring Evangelism Team/6 p.m.
Tuesday, Oct. 12
First Christian Church events include
Calloway County Chapter of American Prayer for youth/7 a.m.; CWF Group 1/10
Red Cross board meeting/noon/Holiday a.m. with Rainey Apperson, CWF Group
Inn.
11/10:30 a.m./Log Cabin Restaurant; CWF
Calloway County Fiscal Court/I Group 111f7:30 p.m. with Karen Chapman.
p.m ./office of Judge/Executive George First Baptist Church events include
Weak s.
Mothers' Day Out/9 a.m. and 3 pm.;
Calloway County Athletic Boosters/6 Estelle Gray Mission Group/9:30 a.m.
p.m /office of Board of Education.
with Sylvia Dodd; Sharon Wells Mission
Murray•Calloway County Cooperative Group/noon with Sue Farless; Louella
Ministry/7 p.m./Wesley Foundational Beddoe Mission Group/6:30 p.m. with
building.
Patsy Miller.
Calloway County Public Library events St. John Episcopal Church events
include Perents and Twos/9:30 a.m. and include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
Story Hour/10:30 a.m.
Annual Gravure Day/9 a.m.-noon/Curris
Social Security representative/10:30 Center Barkley Room, Murray State.
a.m.-1230 p.m./Calloway County Public Info/762-3394.
Library.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/open
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
the Eastern Star/7:30 p.m./Masonic Land Between the Lakes events include
Temple.
Planetarium Show/II a.m. and 2
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus p.m./Visitor Center, Iron Industry/10:30
building.
a.m. and 1:30 p.m./Homeplate.
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
C
'e
t,
(•
5
.9
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G
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V
Info/753-0082.
f,1 ipp• iiiiimmemmitimisseemiesemseissimemseissimessis
Coffee Break/9:30 am/Marlin's Chapel
United Methodist Church.
Murray TOPS Chapter, Kentucky #34,
First Presbyterian Church/6 p.m.
Hardin TOPS Chapter open house/7-8
p.m./Hardin Library. Info/1-527-7098.
Murray Lions Club/6:30 p.m./Murray
Woman's Club House.
THEOS/2 p.m./Annex of Calloway County Public Library.
Prayer Coffee of Murray Christian
Women's Club/9:30 a.m./home of
Mildred Horn.
Murray Branch of AAUW/6:30
p.m./Seven Seas Restaurant.
Singles Organizational Society (SOS)/7
p.m./Chamber of Commerce. Info/Jeanne;
753-0224, or Linda, 437-4414.
South Murray Homemakers Club/11
a.m./Louie's Steak House.
Wadestioro Homemakers Club/11
a.m./Sirloin Stockade.
Murray High School events include Voting for PTO represetnatives/5-8 p.m.
Calloway County Middle School football
team hosts Marshall County/5 p.m.
Calloway County High : School events
include Boys Soccer hosting Murray/6
p.m.
Dexter/senior activities/9:36 a.m.' Info/
Elsie Springer, 474-8075.
Weaks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Hazel Center/open 10 am.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Alcoholics Anonymous/open meeting/8
p.m./American Legion Hall, South Sixth
and Maple Streets, Murray.
Cardiac Support Group/10 a.m./board
room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Alzheimer's Disease Information
meeting/4:30 p.m./Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Info/762-1100 or
753-5561.
.dill
Memorial Baptist Church events include 5 11116. 11111111188889881111111/1118811111111111110111199881111111881191110110
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Eva Wall Mission Groupf2

SHONEYS.
Daily Breakfast Special
Monday-Sunday

Two Eggs (Any Style), Bacon or
Sausage includes Southern Style
Grits or Breakfast Potatoes, Toast or
Biscuits, Fruit Jelly.

I

lectures called "The Newlyn
School of Artisits 1880-1900"
and will be illustrated with slides.
Newlyn became the hub of
British Impressionism after the
Victorian painters had learned the
principles of the "plein air"
movement in France. Cornwall,
because it is a peninsula, provided the climatic conditions
which suited the Impressionists
interest in painting outdoors in
order to capture the special qualities of light. Here also, the painters found scenes of the working
men and women of the villages
as they fished, mined, and quarried. In fact, Cornwall duplicated
for the British painter the picturesque scenery and peasant society
of Brittany in France.
Martin will lecture from 10 to
• 11:30 a.m. and then will be available for discussion following the
event. The public is welcome to
this presentation, according to
Patricia Clark, president of the
Guild.
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Keshea Gail
Wadkins feted
at two events

British artist to speak
at Art Guild Tuesday

1
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Keshea Gail Wadkins

Keshea Gail Wadkins, daughter
of Allen and Tina Wadkins, celebrated her first birthday on Sept.
25.
A party on the theme of
Clowns" was at Community
Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank.
Those present were her sister,
Chelsea Ann Wadkins, her grandparents. Alton and Pat Swift, her
great-grandmother, Emily Swift,
aunts and uncles, Dewayne and
Sheri Hill, LaDona Wadkins, and
Don Swift, cousin, Justin Hill,
and friends, Teresa, Whitley and
Tripp McCuiston.
On Oct. 2, Keshea Gail had a
''special birthday" in Memphis,
Tenn., given by her aunts and
uncle, Kelly and Ira Joe Wadkins
and Peggy Parrish, and cousin,
Kallop Wadkins.

Ladies' events
to be at Oaks r
Ladies' day events at the Oaks
Country Club will be Wednesday,
Oct. 13.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
.

Golf play will start at 9:30 a.m.
with Shirley LcMastus as hostess.
Pairings will be made at the tee.
Winners of golf play on Wednesday, Oct. 6, have been
released by Terry Shertzer, hostess, as follows:
Championship flight - Jan
Ochoa, first, Shirley Wade,
second;
First flight - Irene Woods,
first, Terry Sheruer, second;
Second flight - Bronda Parker,
first, Sue Veazey,' second;
Third flight - Crystal Parks,
first, Laverne Claxton, second.
Low putts
Shirley Wade.

OUR BRIDAL
REGISTRY
Angela Haley & Keith Lewis
Rebekah Brock & Marc Duchene
Cindy Bailey & Dean Gillihan
Lisa Williams & Orlando Valdes
Debbie Stubblefield & David Oliver
For all bridal registries,"Selections" will glve a place setting
of their chosen china or stoneware. Come ,by or call for
details.
'Selecuons. Is Murrsy s F.scluso,e Shop I
nuns,Crystsl. Sdwer.Pewter, Anrnversary
Baby thfu. Chddral s Dishes And Gifu,
I.ine Table Top Luiens

oSelections
10 a.m.•5 p.m. Vlon.•tiat.
Dixieland Center • Chestnut
753-8808

The Holiday Cookbook
will be published

Thursday, November 18th •
Send your favorite recipes
before November 1, 1993 to
Murray Ledger & Times,
do Holiday Cookbook
P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
•Each entrant may submit only one recipe per category. If more
than one entry is submitted by the same individual,for the same
category, one entry will be disqualified.
•Each entry should be typed or printed on the front side ofa sheet
of paper or recipe card. One entry per card or sheet of paper. All
others will be disqualified.
Categories Include
Appetizer, Bread, Salad, Main Dish and Dessert

Overall Winner Will Receive $35
Category Winners Will Each Receive ;10

Hwy. 641 North • Murray • 753-9257

THE--

111•.• 41.1.

TREASURE HOUSE
OF GIFTS
Southside Shopping Center • 753-6798

DAILY SHIPPING
U.P.S. & U.S. POSTAL
SERVICE
M-S 9:00-5:00
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SPORTS
Sweet Victory
Racers throw kitchen sink at APSU
for 38-14 win; MSU tied for second
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor

RACERS 38, APSU 14

Murray State's 1993 schedule
1.)ster couldn't be more accurate
It's A Whole New Ballgame.
Saturday's game against Austin
Pea>, proved that there's truth in
advertising. But it's not because
placekicker Chris Dill rushed for
a touchdown, or running back
Waynee McGowan threw for one.
It's A Whole New Ballgame
because the 3-3 Racers are 3-1 in
the Ohio Valley Conference and
tied for second place behind Tennessee Tech and Eastern
Kentucky.
Not bad for a team whose top
goal coming into the season was
to break the huddle.
Our guys are just learning
how to win," head coach Houston Nutt said after the Racers
trounced Austin Peay 38-14.
- We're starting to look like a
team. But who would ever have
dreamed we'd be 3-1? This is a
...skeet, sweet victory.

Racers' Dill
wins player
of week honors
•

BRENTWOOD, Tenn. (AP)
Placekicker Chris Dill of
Murray State was named. special teams player of the week.
He was perfect on three extrapoint tries and his only field
goal attempt in a 38-14 win
over Austin Peay.
Dill, a sophomore from
Murray High, also scored a
one-yard touchdown on a fake
field goal.
Michael Penix of Tennessee
Tech took offensive honors
and Carlos Timmons Jr. of
Eastern Kentucky was named
defensive player of the week
for the Ohio Valley Conference, league official:.
announced Sunday.
Penix, a tailback, carried 35
times for a school-record 261
yards to lead Tech to a 24-3
victory over Southeast Missouri. The 6-1, 190-pound
sophomore also caught a pair
of passes for 21 yards and finished the day with 282 allpurpose yards, the third highest single-game total in Tech
history.
Timmons, a 6-1, 222-pound
linebacker, posted eight quarterback hurries, a recovered
tumble and two solo tackles,
including a tackle behind the
line as Eastern Kentucky
defeated Tennessee State
52-13.
Newcomer of the week was
quarterback Jason Griffin of
Tennessee-Martin. He completed 12 of 21 passes for 194
yards and two touchdowns to
lead Tennessee-Martin to a
24-14 upset of Middle
Tennessee.
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"It's a sweet deal. to see how
far this team has come."
Saturday's victory marked the

first time since 1989 that the
Racers won on back-to-back
weekends.
"With the schedule I was really
nervous," Nutt said after treating
the Homecoming crowd to an
exciting array of trick plays. "We
could very easily be 0-5 or 0-6."
Like the previous two wins, the
Racers had to come from behind.
Austin Peay drove the ball 62
yards on 5 plays to take a 7-0
lead when Jamie Spicer rambled
37 yards with 11:46 to play in the
first quarter.
After the Racer defense solved
Peay's wishbone, Nutt grabbed
the kitchen sink and prepared it
for launch.
Facing a fourth-and-goal from
the Austin Peay 1-yard line, Nutt
sent in the field goal unit. Instead
of taking the easy three points
from kicker Chris Dill, the firstyear coach decided to give the
crowd of 8,381 something to

Murra
heti I

DAVID RAMEY/1.809er & Times photo

Murray State placeklcker Chris Dill takes off for the end zone on a fake field goal In the first half of Murray's
38-14 Homecoming win over Austin Peay.

• See Page 9

BASEBALL PLAYOFFS

Phillies prevail 2-1 in NL's dramatic Game 4
ATLANTA (AP) — Edge-ofthe-seat drama, that's what it
was. Marvelous baseball and
lousy baseball. Unbelievable
catches and gut-wrenching errors.
Hits all over the park. Runners
stranded at every base. A blown
call by an ump. Fans chanting,
booing. The game going on past
midnight. Everyone finally filing
out exhausted by it all.
The Philadelphia Phillies won
Sunday night's wild show 2-1,
tied the Atlanta Braves at two
games apiece in the NL playoffs,

and guaranteed a trip back north
no matter who,wins today's
game.
Too bad most kids in Philly
and around the country probably
slept through the final innings
because CBS delayed the start to
squeeze "60 Minutes" and a
thousand commercials between
the AL and NL playoff games.
This is some of what they
might have missed in the eighth
and ninth innings before the
game ended at 12:14 a.m. EDT
after 3 hours and 33 minutes:

Philadelphia's Danny Jackson,
battered by the Braves a year
agb, took the Phillies into the
eighth with the 2-1 lead and got
the first two outs before David
Justice and Damon Berryhill hit
consecutive singles.
Enter Mitch "Wild Thing"
Williams, the Philly reliever who
causes coaches to cover their
eyes on the bench. Enter Atlanta's Mark Lemke, a hero of the
playoffs last year, a star in the
World Series two years ago.
It was a moment pregnant with

Guzman shuts down White Sox
TORONTO (AP) — Before
each Blue Jays game, the giant
video screen in center field
flashes a commercial featuring
pitcher Juan Guzman.
"From the Dominican Republic to Toronto," it proclaims, "60
feet, 6 inches at a time."
And maybe that's what it took
— a man from far away — to
finally end the freakish streak of
road success in the AL playoffs.
Guzman improved his postseason record to 5-0 as the Blue Jays
defeated the Chicago White Sox
5-3 Sunday in Game 5 and
became the first home team to
win in the series.
With flurries fluttering around
SkyDome, Guzman used plenty
of high heat to beat the White
Sox. Back in his homeland, temperatures Sunday were in the 80s.
"For a while there he just
overpowered us," said Chicago
manager Gene Lamont. "Guzman
had awfully good stuff."

Guzman also won Game 1 of
the playoffs, despite walking
eight and throwing a playoffrecord three wild pitches. This
time, he retired the first 13 batters and allowed one run, three
hits and one walk in seven
innings. He struck out six.
"Today it was much better,"
said Guzman, who made the 60
feet, 6 inches between the pitching rubber and the plate seem
much closer with his 90 mph
fastball and sharp slider. "I had a
lot better control of my fastball."
Toronto holds a 3-2 lead in the
best-of-7 series. After a travel
day, the series resumes Tuesday
night in Chicago with Dave
Stewart pitching for the Blue Jays
and Alex Fernandez for the
White Sox.
After losing the first two
games in Chicago, the White Sox
had rebounded to win Games 3
and 4 in Toronto.
But the Blue Jays prevented a

replica of the 1906 World Series,
the only time in postseason history the visiting team won the
first five games of a series. The
White Sox faced the crosstown
Cubs in that series.
Toronto scored in the first on
Jack McDowell's errant pickoff
throw with Rickey Henderson at
second after a double. The Blue
Jays made it 2-0 in the second on
a sacrifice fly by Ed Sprague amd
added a run in the third on John
Olerud's RBI single. Alomar
singled in a run in the fourth.
Ellis Burks ended Guzman's
perfect start with a one-out homer
in the fifth, but Toronto made it
5-1 in the seventh on Sprague's
RBI single.
Guzman was lifted after the
seventh and, confident of victory,
went to do his post-game exercises in the weight room. He
wasn't even watching as Chicago
threatened in the ninth.

Dolphins, Patriots lose quarterbacks
The Associated Press
Drew Bledsoe has something
in common with Dan Marino.
Too bad.
Steve Emtman has copied
something from his rookie season. Again, too bad.
On a rough Sunday in the NFL,
the top picks in each of the last
two drafts and the best passer of
the last decade were injured.
While Bledsoe's injury appears
the least serious, Marino and
Fmtman aren't likely to play
again this season.

SA
*

Marino, who carried a
145-game starting streak, won't
extend it after tearing his Achilles' tendon in a 24-14 victory
over Cleveland (3-2).
"It felt like I got kicked,"
Marino said. "I got a real sharp
pain in the back of my ankle just
as I threw the ball. I haven't been
hurt enough to know exactly
what happened, so it was a real
shock."
Bledsoe, who someday would
love to have Marino's credentials, went out with sprained liga-

Cooper
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WAREHOUSE TIRE *

400 InduStilal Rd. '

753-1111

ments in his left knee at the end
of the first half. That didn't slow
the Patriots, who got their first
win in five tries as Scott Secules
came in and led them to 432 total
yards in a 23-21 victory over
Phoenix.
The Colts, who fell 27-3 to
Dallas, lost defensive end Emtman again, probably for the season. Emtman, the No. 1 draft
pick in 1992 who was sidelined
with left knee problems last season, tore ligaments and tendons
in his right knee.

Also, it was Green Bay 30,
Denver 27; the Los Angeles
Raiders 24, the New York Jets
20; the New York Giants 41,
Washington 7; Chicago 17, Philadelphia 6; Kansas City 17, Cincinnati 15; Minnesota 15, Tampa
Bay 0; and Pittsburgh 16, San
Diego 3.
Tonight, Houston is at Buffalo.
Idle this week are San Francisco, New Orleans, the Los
Angeles Rams, Atlanta, Seattle
and Detroit.

possibilities. Lemke already hac
been in the thick of things this
garde, driving in Atlanta's run in
the second inning with a double,
booting a grounder in the fourth
to lead to Philadelphia's two
unearned runs against John
Smoltz, who would see firs
10-strikeout performance over 6
1-3 innings go to waste.
As the crowd leaned forward,
some fans standing in anticipation, nearly all of them chanting
and chopping. Lemke cracked a
liner that seemed destined to hit

the top of the blue left field fence
if it didn't clear it.
Milt .Thompson had another
idea. Kept in the game for defensive purposes by manager Jim
Fregosi in the seventh inning,
instead of going mil for pinchhitter Pete Incaviglia with two
men on, Thompson raced back to
try to save the game and make
Fregosi seem a genius again.
Incaviglia may be a better hitter,
but this was a ball he never
See Page 9

COLLEGE FOOTBALL

No. 1 Seminoles win
war with Hurricanes
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (AP) opponents 228-14.
— Florida State made sure it
"This was very important,
didn't come down to a lastbut we have games down the
second field goal this time road that might even be bigagainst Miami.
ger," Seminoles coach Bobby
After losing to the Hurricanes Bowden said.
two straight years when lastFlorida State must still play
second field goal attempts sail- three teams that are undefeated
ed wide right, the top-ranked
— Virginia, Notre Dame and
Seminoles didn't want another Florida.
heart-pounding finish. So they
Miami beat Florida State
took control early with two long
19-16 last year when Dan
touchdowns Saturday and went Mowrey missed a 39-yard field
on to beat No. 3 Miami 28-10 goal attempt on the final play.
before a record crowd of 77,813 In 1991, the Hurricanes won
at Doak Campbell Stadium.
17-16 when Gerry Thomas'
'This takes all the burden off 34-yard kick went wide right
athe 'wide right' talk," said
with 25 seconds remaining.
Florida State quarterback Charlie Ward. "We did the things No. 3 Notre Dame 44, Pittsburgh 0
we needed to do to win. We
Bend, Ind., the Irish
South
At
survived."
By beating their longtime (6-0) had a season-high 539 totnemesis, the Seminoles snapped al yards and held the Panthers
Miami's 31 -game, regular- (1-4) to 122 total yards. Despite
season winning streak and the one-sided score, Irish coach
handed the Hurricanes their Lou Holtz said Sunday that
Kevin McDougal is in an even
worst rsgular-season loss since
with Paul Failla for the
race
beating them 38-3 in 1984.
Miami had beaten Florida starting quarterback job.
State seven of the past eight
No. 4 Florida 58, LSU 3
years and spoiled the SemiAt Baton Rouge, La., LSU
noles' national championship (2-4, 1-3 SEC) was handed the
hopes four times since 1987. worst loss in its 100-year hisBut the Hurricanes (4-1) were tory. Danny Wuerffel threw for
no match this time for the four TDs in less than three
mighty Seminoles (6-0), who quarters for the Gators (5-0,
had outscored their first five 4-0).
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David Morris Electric
Commercial
Residential
Industrial
New Construction - Repairs
Maintenance
Quality Electrical Work Since 1971

Call 759-19GO

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 753-4563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray
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FROM PAGE 8
remember.
Upon taking the snap from
center Bail Crum, holder Benji
Bona tossed the ball blindly over
his shoulder to Dill who was
streaking for the right corner. A
dive into the end zone gave Dill
his first-ever touchdown and the
-Racers tied it a 7-7.
Assistant coach Danny Nutt
had designed the play several
weeks ago and his older brother.
Houston, finally gave it the green
light.
"They executed it to a 'T' — perfect,", Nutt said- of the fake.
"Chris Dill can run a-4.7 440-yard
dash). That's what got him in the
end zone.
"To me that was the whole
swing of the game."
"We practice that over and
over and Benji doesn't even look
at me and it's there every time,"
said Dill, a sophomore from Murray High who won all-state soccer honors his senior year. "I
don't think we've ever had a
fumble or anything in practice.
"It's one of those plays that's
only going to work once —
everybody will be expecting it
now," Dill said sadly. "We'll just
have to come up with another
one."
On the next possession, quarterback Butch Mosby regained
the record-breaking form from a
week ago after starting Saturday's game 0 for 6. He hit Matt
Hall for a 61-yard pass that took
the ball down to the Austin Peay
27. Three plays later Mosby
optioned right and gave the Racers a 13-7 lead from five yards
out.
"We've got so many options,"
Mosby said after racking up 208
total yirds. "If one thing doesn't
work, we can come back with
something else."
Something else worked on the
next series when the senior quarterback scored from 39 yards out
on a halfback pass from McGowan. Mosby, playing with a sever
toothache, switched back to passer on the two-point conversion
and hit tight end Xavier Shephard
to put MSU up 21-7 with 6:42
left in the first half.
In the second half, Dill kicked
a 27-yard field goal to make it
24-7. To start the fourth, Mosby
hit freshman wide receiver Norman Mason for a 53-yard scoring
strike to make it 31-7. Fullback
Dave Cox capped the MSU scoring when he busted over from
one-yard out.
Cox rushed for 59 yards on 11
carries and had one 37-yard rush
called back for holding.
"The offensive line was openid up some huge holes," Cox
said. "I have to give them all the
credit, I was just hitting them
hard."
"It's the best feeling in the
world, especially when you run it
right at them," senior guard Norman Mims said after the Racers
rolled up 195 rushing yards. "For

A & A AUTO
RENTAL
•Dally & Weekly Rentals
'Clean, Dependable Cars
•Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.
753-4461

4-16

an offensive lineman, when you
run the ball down their throat and
take it in and score, that's the
satisfaction."
Defensively, the Racers allowed Austin Peay 267 rushing yards
and 17 first downs, but they stiffened whenever the Governors
moved into Racer territory.
Austin Peay came into the
game 1-4 and looked angry about
being MSU's Homecoming opponent for the second-straight year.
They moved the -bail at will on
the first series until Racer linebacker Chad Gann made back-toback tackles_for loss in. stem the
Governors' momentum.
Murray State's win streak will
be severly tested next Saturday
when powerhoust Eastern Kentucky calls on the Racers.
"I guess the people that picked
us last in the OVC are pretty surprised since we're 3-1 right
now,",.gox said afterwards. "But,
we've got us some tough games
coming up — Eastern here next
week.
"All the guys that played last
year...we owe them one because I
think we should've beat them last
year in Richmond."
"I can't wait for that game."
said Mosby. "I've been waiting
for it ever since the season
started."

BUSINESS • HOW'. • (AR • HEALTH • LIFE

•Phi/lies prevail...

Smart
Choice.
WKRN-ABC
WTVF-CBS
WDCN-ED

The Insurance Center
of Murray

Jones finished 15 of 26 for 183
The Associated Press
Tennessee Tech finds itself in
yards passing. He hit Steve Harthe unusual position of leading ris with TD passes of II and 40
the Ohio Valley Conference, a yards as the Golden Eagles ralfact that coach Jim Ragland lied from an early 3-0 deficit.
doesn't want his Golden Eagles
Tennessee State (1-4, 1-1)
thinking about.
quickly came back to reality
"We'll enjoy this tonight, but against Eastern Kentucky (2-3,
tomorrow all our attention will be 2-0). The Tigers had upset
on UT-Martin because that's the
Middle Tennessee last week and
iri?st important game on our looked for a similar result against
schedule," Ragland said Saturday the Colonels.
night after Tech downed SouthBut Mike Penman rushed for
east Missouri 24-3 to remain three touchdowns as the Colonels
undefeated in the OVC at 3-0. totaled 324 yards rushing and
Eastern Kentucky, a 52-13 four other TDs. Tennessee State
winner over Tennessee State, is a quarterback Daryl Williams
game off the Golden Eagles' pace fumbled the first three times he
with a 2-0 league mark. Defend- touched the ball, and Eastern
ing champion Middle Tennessee
Kentucky recovered the third
State (2-3, 1-2) fell even farther fumble to start its scoring blitz.
behind when Tennessee-Martin
Jason Griffin threw two touchupset the Blue Raiders 24-14.
down passes to Charles Malone
Tennessee Tech improved to in a three-minute span as
4-2 overall and 3-0 in the OVC Tennessee-Martin (3-2, 2-1)
behind Michael Fenix' school handed Middle Tennessee a secrecord 261 yards rushing on 35 ond straight OVC loss for the
carries. Mike Jones also threw first time since 1988.
two touchdown passes.
'He stepped up and became
the lead dog on the sled," RagMiddle Tennessee cut the defiland said of Penis, who cit to 17A4 as Brigham Lyons
accounted for all but 20 of Tech's threw 'a -.halfback option pass to
281 yards rushing.
Cory Simpson for a 27-yard scorFenix broke the single-game ing play. But Griffin scrambled
record of 255 yards rushing set out of the pocket and ran 40
by Larry Schreiber in 1969 yards, for the clinching
against Northeast 1.ouisiana.
touchdown.

FROM PAGE 8
would have reached.
"I never take my defense out
if we're ahead in the ballgame."
Fregosi said. Good Oinking.
Thommii ran and ran and
leaped just before the fence,
backhanded the ball in.full flight
for a highlight-film classic catch.
A miss there and the ball would
have caromed off the wall, letting
both runners score and giving the
Braves the lead.
"1 got a good read on the ball
and I knew I had a chance at it as
it was hit," Thompson said. "I.
went back to the warning track
and went up and just concentrated on catching the ball and
holding it. I knew when I hit the
warning track that I still had two
steps and was able to jump and
catch it.
"The main thing on a play like
that is holding on to the ball

WSIL-ABC
WPSD-NBC
KBSI-FOX
WKMU-KET

WSMV-NBC
WBBJ-ABC
KFVS-CBS

Still together with
Murray Cablevision.
Still great viewing for
our customers.
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Tennessee Tech
EKU roll in OVC

DAVID RAY/Ledger S Times photo
Murray State defensive back Jeremaine Scott celebrates attire firsthalf Interception In Saturday's Racer victory.
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when you hit the wall. On balls
like that, your instincts take over
and you really don't think about
leaping." '
Williams watched the replay,
ania/ed not only by ttle cil,ch but
by the distance die ball traveled.
"Honestly, I thought it was a
routine fly ball," Williams said.
"But it kept carrying. It was a
heck of a catch."
The Phillics mobbed Thompson in the dugout, then loaded the
bases on walks in the ninth. Yet
they stranded them all, giving
them a playoff record 15 runners
left on base in the game.

"Your more than

one,

company agency."

901 Sycamore

David King

MAJOR LEAGUES

753-8355

PRO FOOTBALL

All Times CDT
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Arnencan League
Tueedey, Oct 6
Totomp 7 Chicago 3
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Tpron10 I Chicago 1
Fndsy. Oct /
Chap° 6 Toromo 1
Saturdey, Oct 9
Chicago 7 Toronto 4
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32
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T010.10 15144440 1-01 at Chcago (Fernandez 011

Ai( Tones COT
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W I TPci PP P4
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1
0
600 101 It
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3
1
0
750 41 60
2 3 0
400 66 102
Y J*11
2 3 0
400 139 106
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1
4 0
200 74 140
Ceittral
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3 2 0
600 93 90
Pttslairgh
3 2 0
600 101 70
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1
3 0
250 111 79
Ciriannat
0 5 0
000 52 106
*ea
Kansas Crh
4
1
0
800 113 64
Wedneeday. Oct. 13
Dame
3 2 0
600 129 96
Toronto al Cheer 7 12 pm it micsailany
LA Raiders
3 2 0
600 90 113
Seattle
3 2 0
600 92 73
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San Diego
400 70 110
7 3 0
Wednesdsy, Oct 6
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Rhiatletsna 4 Atlanta 3 10 ANN'S
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Thursday. Oct 7
W L T Pct PP PA
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N Y Gams
4
600 124 61
1
Saturday, Oct 9
Ph1
4
1
40•6
600 1111 112
,
4
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Data.
3
2
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Phoenix
1
4
200 35 96
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1
4
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2
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97 56
pm
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3 2
600 la 90
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2
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A a: 141 71?
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necessary
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Saturday. Oct 23
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11 Jets 20
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Angeles
Rams Mar
•
7. a( A, 729 pm
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Orleans San Franasco, Charon Searle
Monday's Game
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Onto Valley Conference
Sunday, Oct 17
Conference
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WLT Pie OP W LT Pts OP
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3 0 0 $O 23 if 2 0 146 90
New Orleans at Pittsburgh 12 pm
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2 0 0 100 20 2 3 0 146 101
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Seattle at Detroit 12 pm
'inn Martin
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Morehead
,
1 411,11711 CO,
/ al San 0.4190. 3 p m
Tenn St
1 I 0 47 65 I 4 0 106 165
San Franasco
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1 2 0 92 61 2 3 0 176 109
Data
Open
Buttalo. Inc:senesces leram Nee York
AusIn P•ay
1
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0 4 0 52 II 0
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THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
753-8355

901 Sycamore

EXERCISE

Does Your Heart Good
•
American Heart litif
Association

Yr
,rpr

20°'OFF40
ALL WARM UPS
& FLEECE SPORTSWEAR
For Men, Women & Children

ATHLETIC SHOES

New regulations gave broadcast networks
the option of no longer being delivered on
Cable T.V., but the above stations have
chosen to continue as partners with Murray
Cablevision and we couldn't be more pleased.

Over 100 Selected Styles To Choose
For Men, Women & Children

This means that our customers will continue
to enjoy the full range of quality programming.

DENNISON-HUNT

So tonight, relax and stay at home with
Murray Cablevision. These stations did.

CABLE
VLS1ON

SPORTING GOODS
"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
University Plaza • 1203 Chestnut St. • Murray • 753-8844
Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.-6 p.m.

Murray

It's A Smart Choice.
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DEATHS
Dr. Thomas Boone Hogancamp
Dr. Thomas Boone Hogancamp died today at 8:20 a.m.
at his home in Murray.
He retired from Murray
State University in 1985 after
service of 37 years. His service included that of Professor. Chair of several
departments. Dean of the College of Business, Executive
Director of Murray State University Foundation, and 11
years as vice president for
Finance and Administrative
Affairs. He served under four
different MSU presidents.
Dr. Hogancamp served during World War II and was
dischaged with the rank of
lieutenant in the U.S. Navy.

DR. THOMAS
HOGANCAMP
He was a 'graduate of Bard.
well High School, received his
B.S. degree from Murray State

'Does your family know what
funeral arrangements you wcikt?"

rn.

Stock Market
Report

_

University, and his Master's
and Doctorate degrees from
Indiana University.
Bloomington.
Dr. Hogancamp was active
for many years in church.
community and civic affairs.
He was a Sunday School
teacher, deacon and chairman
of the Programming and Facilities Committee at First Baptist Church; member of Murray Rotary Club for 33 years;
served 11 years on Murray
Planning Commission, seven as
chairman; on Four Rivers Boy
Scout Council; and as president of Kentucky Business
Education Association.
Born in Carlisle County, he
was the son of the late Sam
and Carrie Hogancamp.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Helen Lovett Hogancamp,
It) whom he had been married

V. Alton Rogerp
tor almost 50 years: one
daughter. Mrs. Rebecca
Meacham, Nashville, Tenn.;
one son, Ben T. Hogancamp,
Hilton Head, S.C.; three
grandchildren, Ellen Hogancamp, Eric Hogancamp and
Vanessa Meacham; one sisters,
Mrs. Leona Richerson and
husband, Buron. Murray; three
brothers. Earl Hogancamp,
Hazel Park, Mich., Wayne
Hogincamp, Gardena, Calif.,
and Leon Hogancamp, Fort
Oglethorpe. Ga.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 10 a.m. at First Baptist
Church. Dr. Greg Earwood
and G.T. Moody will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home from
5 to 8 p.m. Tuesday.

Edward E. Dycus

Ilmat•di Alvin York, Bobbie Wilcox, Jamaa Coleman,Jack Nommorthy, Keith Yolk
sod Kelvin York.
There is an easy way to make sure you have the exact
arrangements you want without putting a burden on your
family.
Choose the arrangements you want yourself, through the
Family Considerations program. And you can pre-pay tlfern over
time so your family won't inherit the bill.
Come see us anytime. With Family Considerations, your

family will never have-.to worry,about your funeral.. arrangements.

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Inc.
Home Owned and Operated

713 South Fourth St.

753-6800

Family Considerabon• plan, •re underwritten by United Family Lire
Insurance Company

Edward E. Dycus, 81, Rt.
I, Buchanan, Tenn.,. died
Saturday at 5:38 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
A retired service station
operator and fish market owner, he was an Army veteran
of World War II, a member
of the Free and Accepted
Masons, and of Order of the
Eastern Star.
Survivors include his wife.
Mrs. Mabel Pace Dycus: two
sons. Sammy Dycus and wife,
Cindy, Rt. 1, Buchanan, Tenn.,
and Richard Dycus and wife,
Ola Mac, Murray; three grandchildren, Nick Dycus and wife,
Sabrina, and Steve Dycus,
Dyersburg, Tenn., and Jessica
Dycus', Paris, Tcrin.; two stepkrandchildren, Alan Linaner,
Germany, and Charles Lindner,
Fort Bcnning, Ga.; three greatgrandchildren, Lauren, Jeffrey
and Alyssia Dycus, Dyersburg;
one niece, Hillis Ann. Mitchell,
Dresden, Tcnn.
The funeral will be Tuesday
at 11 a.m. in the chapel of
J.W. Curry Funeral Home,
Dyersburg, Tenn. The Rev.
John Denham will officiate.

Burial will follow in Dyer
County Memorial Gardens
there.
Friends may call at the funeral home at Dyersburg.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
of Murray had charge of local
arrangements.

V. Alton Rogers, Rt. 7,
Mayfield, died Sunday at 8
a.m. at Mills Manor Nursing
Home, Mayfield.
He was retired from
I.C.R.R. and was a member of
Farmington Baptist Church and
a former member of Lone
Oak United Methodist Church.
Born Dec. 12, 1904. in
Graves County, he was the
son of the late Noah Amos
Rogers and Mollie Stokes
Rogers. He also was preceded
in death by his first wife,
Mrs. Bettie Thomas Rogers,
and two sisters. Mrs. Mae
Thomas and Mrs. Opal Hale.
Survivors include his wife.
Mrs. Laurine Brittain Rogers;
one son, H. Eugene Rogers.
lerseyville, Ill.; one granddaughter, Caroline Hall, and
two great-granddaughters,
Andrea Hall and Sarah Hall,
Madison, Wis.; one sister,
Mrs. Chettie Howard, Texas.
Services will be Tuesday at
2 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield. The
Rev. Harry Yates and the
Rev. Dossic Wheatley will
officiate. Burial will follow in
Woodlawn Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
(Monday).

Anthony Malinauskas
Anthony Malinauskas, Davis
ied on Dec. 2, 1933: one
Street, Ashley, Pa., died Fri- Ar
, Mrs. Mary Butchko.
aughter,
r
day at his home. He was the
xeter, Pa.; two sons, Anthony
father of Mark Malinauskas,
P. Malinauskas, Oak Ridge,
directOr of • drama at Murray
Tenn., and Mark J. Malinau,skas, Murray; two brothers,
State University.
He retired after 47 years a
the Rev. Peter Malin, Port
breaker. at, different local coal- Richie, Fla.. and thc Rev.
George Malin, Citrus Springs,
mines. He was a member of
Fla.; 13 grandchildren; six
Holy Family Church at Sugar
great-grandchildren.
Notch, Pa.
His parents were the late
Services were today at
Anthony and Veronica Tarank11:15 a.m. at Holy Family
as Malinauskas. Two brothers,
Church, Sugar Notch, Pa. The
John J. Malinauskas and
Rev. George Malin officiated.
Joseph J. Malinauskas, also
Burial was in St. Mary's
preceded him in death.
Cemetery,
Hanover Township.
Survivors include his wife,
Jastremski Funeral Home
Mrs. Stella Gryscavage Malihad charge of arrangements.
nauskas, to whom he was
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Notice

Notice

REDUCE Burn off tat whole NIGHT manager trainee
you sleep Take OPAL
position evadable for full
available Holland Drug, service video super stare 5
Murray.
Ky
109 So 4th St
Retail Space
nights per week some
2,000 sq. ft.
Sunday's, 25 plus hours
Bel Air Center
per week, pay dependent
Help
on capabilities and capon
Call 753-4751
Wanted
once Apply in person 702
43 PEOPLE needed to lose N 12th, Murray 753-4663
AURORA Pizza Magic Ge- weight now' Totally new PART time lob, 20 30 hours
nuine hand tossed pizza, breakthrough product per week, cleaning. raking,
Natural
fresh salads, sandwiches, 1 00%
mowing, general handy'
gyros Open al year at 502-569-1701
work 753-2339
5pm Closed Mon and ATTENTION Bluegrass
474-8119. Pickers guitar player, bass PART time positions for
Tues
general office *Gra & sales
1 800-649 3804
player & mandolin or fiddle Apply in person Oakwood
i am looking for a gentle- player needed for Blue- Studio, Dixieland Shoppmg
man that helped me on grass band. If interested Center, Murray
39102/93 when I fel at • please call 901-642-73096
local grocery store in AAur- leave name & phone POSITION available Full
time person to train as asray. KY Please contact my number.
husband, Harvey Rambo at DO you need a GED? Do sistant manager Must
436 2915 any day before you need hope for the fu- have neat appearance Be
8am or after 9pm Thank ture and help to get a solid able to talk to people, expenence with furniture and
you SO 7TILICh for helping
career? We have 22 JOB electronics a plus Must be
me, you were very kind
openings for people 16 thru physically capable to make
MUMS FOR SALE Beauh- 21 that are not full time high delivenes Apply in person
',11 colors From Murray school students Call 702 N 12th, Murray
'aka 94W to Thurman 753-9378 Five days a week 753-4663
load turn right. 1st house between 8 00arn-3 00pm
We are an EOE This pro- POSITIONS available, peron right 435-4020
pot is funded by the West- sons to prepare income tax
will train SeaSTRESSED OUT? Thee- ern Kentucky Private In- returns We
sonal employmnet Call
aputic massage relieves dustry Council-JTPA
753-9204 or 437-4531
tension, relaxes sore mus- EARN up to $1000 weekly
cles. assists weight loss, processing mail Start now SAFETY
Advisor,
and improves health Call No experience Free sup- $2150/mo Company will
Dave Estes 753-3801
train Call Mon Fri
plies Free into No oblga
535/hr, house calls only
only
bon Send SASE to Hi-Lo, gam-1pm
Licensed Massage Dept 28, PO Box 3648, San 615-399-8269
Therapist
Angelo, TX 76902
SECRTARY/Bookkeeper
VACATION Dream Cash
EASTSIDE BP, 119 E for law office Bookkeeping
Earn at home $200 to $500 Main, part time help. Apply and legal experience preweekly stutfing envelopes. in person. No phone calls ferred Computer expenFor information: Send
ence on WordPerfect a
SASE to Vacation Dream IMMEDIATE day position plus Position requires exCash.PO Box 224, McKen- available Apply in person. cellent telephone skills
No phone call please. Sub- Apply to PO Box 1040 F.
zie. TN 38201_
way, 508 N 12th St.
Murray, Ky 42071.
VIDEO Production Special
ties has been preserving LOOKING for 2 people that SERVERS, bartender
memories since 1984. You would like a career oppor- needed Apply Green
an have YOUR home mo- tunity in sales with a local Turtle Bay in Grand Rivers
vies. slides, or photos well established firm
Call Becky 362-4444 after
transferred to videotape Please mail your resume 5pm
to
PO
Box
1042,
Murray.
with confidence Call
KY 42071
WANTED barmaids, waitDonna Darnell 759-9246
resses & dancers, $500
MEAT department emplus weekly. Doll House
ployee needed, part time.
Cafe, Paris, 'In
Apply in person at Save-A901-642-4297. 7prn-2arn
CANCER
Lot Grocery Store, So 12th
INSURANCE
WANTED babysitter for 7yr
NEED extra money for
No age limit to apply. If
& 5yr old, every other
Christmas? Join our comyour present policy is
weekend. 436-5066.
pany today. Earn $6 to $8
over 10 years old, it
an
WILDLIFE/
hour.
Be
your
own
boss
may not cover some of
Call
today CONSERVATION JOBS
the newer treatments
Game wardens, security,
1-800-FOR-AVON
such as chemothermaintenance, etc. No exp
apy For free informanecessary. Now hinng For
tion call
PHARMACY Technician,
more
info
call
Jerry McConnell
full time, experience pre219-794-0010 ext 7159.
ferred. Send resume to: PO
Insurance
8am-8pm, 7 days.
Box 1040 C, Murray, KY
753-4199
42071.
'tree local dem servios'

FOS LEASE

070

Domestic
Childcare

The Murray Board of Education is currently
accepting applications for the following position:

Special Education instructional Aide
All day for the remainder of the 1993-94 school
year. Ability to work with special needs students in
school and community setting. Desirable to have
CDL license.

211

ABSOLUTELY Clean! Experienced, dependable
cleaning service. Home or
office. References. Call
436-2569.

Interested persons should submit an application to:

CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable and experienced, references. Call
Linda 759-9553.

Murray Board of Education
814 Poplar Street
Murray, KY 42071

WILL babysit in my home
References supplied
753-6936

ATTN: Dr. Robert Lewis

5,0

'guti
OfStorewide
Business
3040%
II

OFF

Discount
Craft Supplies
DimisisadCater• Murray
11.5:31 Alea.-Sst.

10.', FT brake, Pro Two, for
vinyl siding 436-2701
127, HP Craftsman riding
lawn mower, like new Call
489-2546 after 4pm
2 WHEEL trailer, ideal for
hauling 4 wheelers
753-6122 days 8am-8pm

HUGE MUMS
FOR SALE
All Colors $5 ea
94 w to Thurman
Rd turn right 1st
house on the right

GOOD used wood furnace, FALL Market Savingsl Livwill heat up to 10 room ing room suites, sleeper,
house Call Robert Wiggins loveseats, sectional,
753 4566 between rounded glass oak china
cabinets, all sizes, roll top
9ain 5pm
desk, recliners, glider rockNEW metal siding & roof- ers, oak rockers, bedroom
ing Cover 36' cut to length suites, odd beds, 3,56 7pc
in 10 colors, galvanized dining room suites, roll-aand galvalume Secondary way beds bunkbeds Save
available 489 2722 or on all furniture & bedding
489-2724
Lay a-way for Christmas
NICE quilts two bedroom Carraway Furniture 105 N
suits uplift chair, rocaer, 3rd St 753-1502
table & chairs. swivel
190
rocker, tv, microwave
Farm
12x24 oven cedar chest,
cedar wardrobe 753-9431
Equipment
NOW open Creative Sew
trig 400 N 8th Wed & Thur.
8 30am 2 30pm, Fri
8 30arn 12pm Sewing minor alterations sewing machine repairs Sell western
made dusters 753 9429

SANDBLASTING, mobile,
prompt service Cal
753 8756

PORTABLE Depot style
storage building, finished
insulated window & double
doors 489 2375

FOR sale Of trade Ducks
Unlimited S K B Mode
1900 12ga automatic, speaal engravings. 28' vent
barrel! with 3 chokes, beautiful wood, gold trigger, new
in box, $625 negotiableCall 753 7668 days

SMALL wood desks
39-x21 many to choose
from, in fight & dark finish,
$25/ea See at 4th & Elm St
or call 753 7668 days

210
UStD office furniture.
desks chairs & file cabinets See at 405 So 4th St
or call 753 7668 days
WHEAT straw, $1 25/bale
489 2436

ALTERATIONS and repairs. Rental gowns & tuxedos. Ruth's See and Sew,
Country Square, 1608 N

Misers arm st 4.001

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robinson Road,
wean to So Hai. Road not or SG Heis Road ifs mem

WV/ PON I r1Or,A11 /AI 014
cwiei 10 rile 0111111753-0466 PO Box 1011 Murray

121, Murray, 753-6981.
SEWING lobs wanted, including formal wear
753-1061
120
Computers
BM compatible computer,
software, $450 obo Cal
753-5350

America's Second Car

ZlitiloPucklinq
Locations Crmst to Cr

it

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cats, Custom Vans. and Vans For Moving

3/4 PLYWOOD $14 85/
sheet 5/8' plywood
$12 75/sheet 5/8' particle
board $7 00/sheet Large
stock of fiberglass Vinyl
floor covering, largest inventory in the Tri State
area Commercial 1e8" Ole
in stock, factory direct
prices available Contractors, we've got cha covered Paschall Floor Coveting, 7. mile South of Hazel
901-498-8964

Office: 753-6910

112 SO. 12th

1-800-THE-DUCK

Murray. KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town,
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

FIREWOOD seasoned will
deliver 489-2617

BOGARD trucking and ex
cavating. inc We haul top
sod, gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, np rap 759-1828
CHEST of drawers with
mirror, entertainment center, sofa/sleeper, 2 chrome
tables, large old round table
with rolled feet 345-2749
FOR sale well bladder tank,
refrigerator, sewing machine. 492-8723

Appliances
BROWN Westinghouse
stove self cleaning oven,
good condition. $75
753-3273 after 5pm

PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk, 753-9600

Homo
Furnishings
BACK in Business
George Hodge 806 Coldwater Rd Used furniture &
appliances Will sell or
buy Also furniture hand
refinished
FURNITURE and N. Ethan
Allen furniture, end tables,
stereo cabinet, dinette
table and mates chairs,
king size waterbed, Zenith
20' stereo N 437-4215
MATCHING couch & chair,
753 7763 after
5 30pm

$120

CLINICAL NURSING POSITION
The Calloway County Health Center has
two challenging positions open in the clinical setting. Both offer the registered nurse an
opportunity to work in the areas of promotion of health and prevention of disease.
One position is full-time while the other is
part time. If you would like to learn more,
contact Sharon Godec, R.N., Nursing Director, Purchase District Health Department at
(502) 247-1490. Resumes do not substitute
for completed applications. Transcripts are
required. Applications may be picked up at
the Calloway County Health Center, 7th and
Olive, or any local health center. E.E.O.C.

Automobile
Detail Shop Mgr.
McFadden Friendly Motors, South Haven, Michigan is a Dodge, Chrysler,
Plymouth franchise located on the
beautiful lakeshore of Lake Michigan.
We are seeking a hard working individual to oversee a four stall detail shop.
You must know the meaning of clean!
And have complete knowledge of what it
takes to detail a used vehicle. Excellent
compensation to the right person. For a
confidential interview please call Marty
Rouse between 8 a.m.-12 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
at 1-616-637-8558.

BAHAMA CRUISE! 5
days/4 nights under booked' Must Sell!
$279/couple Limited bckets (407) 767-8100 est
4395, Mon-Sat 9am-lOpm

Chrysler • Plymouth • Dodge • Dodge Tnieks

11-111 I IM Se Ile Minidisk WO lbw
Ti Fus ISM
PlesiMMV4911 Fa Ds hider Del

Vi lib Sadi d le

CUSTOM order or buy your
home from stock One of
the Southeast's largest &
oldest dealerships of quality built, energy efficient
manufactured homes
Dinkins Mobile Homes, Inc.
Lake Hwy 79E, Pans. TN
1-800-642 4891

NEW super spacious 2br
duplex in quiet wooded
area 753 4573

TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bed
rooms, handicap acoessi
tile Equal Housing Opportunity Apply Hilldale Apts
LAKELAND Quality Hardin, Ky or call
Homes Featuring homes 502-437-4113
by Patriot SAVEI SAVE!
SAVE' 4 93's left 14x52,
Ian
$9995, 14x60, $13.995.
Houses
14x70, $15.995. 28,48.
For Rent
$25,995 used homes start
ing at $6995 Large selec3BR, 2 bath brick, new
tion of '94 16x80 s, starting
central gas heat, available
at $18,995 5% dn pmt,
now
Coleman RE
20yr financing to Qualified
753-9898
Buyers Lakeland Quality
Homes, Inc. 641 2 miles 3BR house, with 16x24'
North of Benton Ky
finished building in rear,
527 5253
gas central Ps/a, low utilities.
quiet residential Circararna
subdivision Stove, refriger200
ator, dishwasher, washer &
Motile
dryer furnished $550/mo,
Homo* For Rent
lease & deposit required
2 & 38R, Grogan & Mobile Call 753-8809
Home Village Appliances
& water furnished Cole- 4 5BR, available Nov 1,
lease & security deposit
man RE 7539898
required 753-4109
2BR furnished. water, garNICE 2br home, lakeview,
bage pickup provided
Quiet clean court, wrap around deck. 1 block
from boat ramp, fishing,
$150/mo 759-1691
swimming area Minutes
2BR unfurnished, central from Murray in extra nice
h/a $200/rno plus deposit
subdivision $425/mo Call
No pets 474 2100
527 9639
MOBILE home for rent, references required
436-2162
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking dis
tance to college 753 5209

NEW condition 74 ton
Trans heat & air unit Will
accept bids 753-1300, after 7pm 489-2116

For Rent
Or Less*
CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20-$40/mo 759-4081
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units avail
able Call 753 2905

300
Business
Rentals

Livestock
Supplies

REGISTERED 2yr old
Quarter horse filly. out
staring bloodlines, excep
bonal looks, broke gentle
lust needs finishing out
Call 753 6491 alter 5pm
TWO registered Beefmas
ter Bulls ready to wean,
$500 each Ph 527 1427 or
527-9981
tan

Pets
&wiles
2 REGISTERED 16 month
old Pointers 2 females 5 2
Beagles 436 5844
5 CUTE & adorable pup
pies, 6wks old Bassett &
Dachshund father un
known, $10 759 1217
AKC German Shepherd
puppies, vet checked s w.
Champion German blod
line black sire obedient &
temperament females
$175, males $200
901-642 9779
AKC Yorkies 8 Golden Re
trrevers. Champion blood
lines, pedigrees & guar tees on all pups 328 8092
HAVE an obedient sate
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436 2858

PEGS Dog Grooming
753 2915
SPACIOUS nice 2br frame
house, 1 mile east of Mur- YELLOW Nape Amazon,
ray Large LR & kitchen, 1yr. tame good talker,
utility room, 2 fireplaces, $650 w/cage
Call
garage $350/mo plus de 753 7370
posit, lyr lease 7530089
360

290

DOG DAY
AFTERNOON
10% off
All Dog
Groomlng
All breeds, all sizes
Ask about specials

759-1768

370
with office &
paved lot 753-4509

4 CAR garage

250
Business
Services

K T I and Associates offering a full line of investigative
services Bel Air Center
753-3868 or 436 6099
270
Mobile
Homes For Sale
12x50 APPLIANCES, w/c1
hookup, new underpinning,
plumbing, wiring & floor
Kyle 653-4802 or
653-2951 business
12x60 2BR central H/A.
appliances $5000
759-4414

800-22005Q It
RE 753-9898

Coleman

RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612

CONCRETE runners, gutters, downspouts. plastic
ground cover and central
air comes with all of our
double erodes The best at
affordable prices. Dinkins
Mobile Homes, Inc, 2427 E
Wood St. Paris, TN
1-800-642-4891 Champion's 82 Single Lot Dealership in North America
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325

435-4027

Want
To Rent
PREFER rent to own or ais
rent mobile home or house
2 or 31x, reasonable (or
cheap!) 762-4794
11011
Apartments
For Rent

CERTIFIED Farrier Ser
vice, hot and cold shoeing
Gary Arnett 345-2471
EASY riding trail horse
great physical shape,$875
345-2270
MULES Pau of Belgium
mare mules, over 16
Hands, matched perfect
Call 354-6705 alter
7 30pm

28 ACRES of bottomland
23 acres tillable, 11 acres in
CRP, excellent deer
turkey hunting 13 miles
southwest of Murray
$25,000 Owner finanang
Call 759-1693
ACREAGE for sale, also
will lease or rent 753 1300
after 7pm 489-2116

HEED CHRISTMAS CASH?
has immediate openings for second shift assemblers in
the Murray, KY area. N you live in the Marshall,
Graves, or Calloway Counties call us immediately as positions start next week. We will be
interviewing Saturday, Monday, and Tuesday.
Manpower offers full benefit packages to their
employees.
Manpower Temporary Services

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
(502) 443-5557
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

NICE brick duplex 2br,
central h/a, appliances
furnished Coleman RE
753-9898

Ifyou are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on a "guaranteed issue" basis (no health questions)
and the policies will be issued at the
lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

NOW taking applications
for Section Slow rent housing Apply in person at

McConnell
Insurance Agency

EMBASSY 2br, central
gas, appliances furnished
Also studio apt 1602 Olive
Coleman RE 753-9898.
MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity

MOBILE home for sale or Southside Manor. 906
trade. 1245, 2br. 1 bath. Broad St Extended, bestove, refrigerator I air tween Sam-12noon No
conditioner, $4000 0b0
phone cells please Equal
Cal 753-7666 days

Livestock
Supplies

310

12x60 UNFURNISHED, 1BR apt, $205/mo Call
except appliances 2br, gas 753-6716 after 6pm
heat, central air, redecor
1 OR 2br apts near downated inside and out
town Murray 753-4109
759-1199
14x65 3BR, $4000 obo 2BR duplex with carport
Must be moved 489-2507 Lease No pets Refer$425/mo
ences
14x70, 3BR, 14 bath, al 753-7457
electric, central hie, utility
2BR duplex, like new, appole included 759-1713
pliances furnished,
1993 CHAMPION laze° $400/mo Security deposit
3br, 2beth, island kitchen, required 753-6654 days,
oak cabinets, vaulted ceil- 435-4480 nights
ings, extra isulabon, central
tVa, vinyl siding, shingled 2BR townhouse, 14 bath,
roof, underpinning, custom deck, all appliances includbuilt, owner works for ing washer & dryer, disChampion Homes Located hwasher, ceding fans Free
lawn care Available
Coach Estate $26,500
November 1 $435/mo
759-2507
Coleman RE 753-9898

CUMMINGS Mew Poles.

FRIENDLYA
MOTORS ti1

Apartments
For Rant

Heating
And Cooing
Miscellaneous

170

320

Noble
Homes For Sale

240

160

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections. Cal 753-9433
after 5pm.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
12th,
Goods, 519 S
Murray

Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

435-4020

Position
Warded

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00

Wan
Furnishings

Artioiee
Fee itele

Housing Opportunity

905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

7534199
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FOR sate by owner Small MUST sae Iles home 3tir 2
professional building bath back ort very mos lot, 2
downtown 505 Mein St men both Murray Inwnedt
Ideal for Accountant Insur ale possession $86,000
ince Dental or Law offce Call today 7581864
Cal 759-1429
NICE 3br bncli. large living
KOPPERUD Realty has room, large kitchen, 2 AA
buyers *twang to purchase baths. utility room, 2 car
homes-all price ranges If garage. large patio. on 1
you are thinking of soling- we lot with natural gas.
contact one of our courte- central air, city water
ous and professional 866,000 437-4855 after
agents at 753 1222 or slop 511111
by office at 711 Main St

1994 DODGE Conversion
Van bulk owned, all the
extras, includerva tv & vcr
489-2324 alter 7pm week
days, weekends anytime

1978 CHEVY 1 Ion flatbed
hydrakc lift,(Tommy Gale),
very good condition
901-243-3961

1990 CHEVY pru extended cab Silverado
loaded Call 435-4588

1982 JEEP CJ7 hard top
Laredo, $3503 435-4374

1989 NISSAN, black.
55,XXX miles. air, stereo.
great condition $5300
753-4798

Available beginning
Oct. 1st private boat
storage stalls 11 ft.
wide - 30 ft. deep,

10x10 ft
door.

overhead

Taking
reservations now.
550/mo-12 mo. contract
$55(mo.-6 no contract
560Aonthly rate

753-4408

.190
Used
Cars
1962 TRIUMPH TR-4 Convertible, wire wheels, no
driven in 4yrs. $700
436-2429 6-8pm

MOBILE home lot in Scenic
Acres, new East Elementary School, city water,
120x132, $3850 Call
753-7668 days

1975 GREMLIN 350, fair
condition Cal 753-3439

WOODED lot, 500 South
11th St, 100ft wide. 7511
deep, reuduced $6900
753-7549

1985 CELEBRITY Euro
Sport 759-4449 after 5pm

PURDOM MOTORS, INC.

1982 MERCURY Cougar,
4dr, $575 753-6936
Gerald Linn

1987 GRAND AM LE,
loaded, good condition,
95,XXX moles, $3650 After
6pm 435-4499

Eddie Linn

753-5315

1986 VW Jetta, one owner
Call 753-7722

* BODY SHOP *
All Work Guaranteed To Your Satisfaction.
Rental Cars Available
Work On All Makes & Models. Foreign or Dornesue

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

-iXitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
439 SUNBURY

MURRAY Ifiarruod Bunny Bread)
753 5940

1991 FORD Taurus
62,XXX miles, very nice,
$6500 753-1376 after
5pm

WOOD WORKS

"scSign6
Ask us about a sign!
(502) 382-2306
Located on Huy. 94 West

Dial-A-Service
minlErr

You Can Advertise Here For
5.00 per week — (13 week minimum
•w
DIAL -; 753-1916
(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)

Owiliflont

CAMP
SEPTIC TANK CLEANING

ilectric

ELECTRICAI CONTRACT,1R1

7 Days Per Week

Cornmeraal & Residential • Licensed & Insured
James C. Gallimore, Owner

MURRAY 753-9224

licensed SMART ROSE I-sia3er • .1 Audoli•dec Ir•startaton
• kOr,
16 Autornaron

New Owner - Mck McClure
•

R.H. Nesbitt Masonry Company
Commercial and Residential
St
General Contracting
Backhoe Service

•.'-.0W2-492-8516
, s
Ph.
ilaiel. Ktmtucky

808 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY • 759-1835

753-7050

For All

Ken & Karen
Arkirus

Your

Commercial Waste
6 _8 -i-,,.„ Disposal
.
4311
voi
. All Types of Refuse Service
es 11 101.
1-800-585-6033
. -Bud Stewart, Route Manager

, K.T.I. 8 Associates
For all your
investigative needs!

iiimillizr,Ae.-.
WE„N.

work, chain link fences. Home maintenance.

489-2303

WUGHT

MANAGEMENT

Wood St • Perm. Tri 38242
cal 644 2836
7.,u -I
10 • or By Appoontrner
,1

Murray-Calloway
County,Hospital
762-1100

Al IA at around mowing &
tree trimming & light hailing Call 436 2528 ask for
Mark
Al, AL'S hauling, yard
work, tree removal mowing Free estimates
759-1683
Al TREE Service Stump
removal and swaying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm, 7599816, 753-0495

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Cal
474-2307
SANDBLASTING, trailers,
truckbeds equipment
metal furniture, anything
made of-metal prompt ser
vice Call 753-8756
SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 492-8742
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with ful
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484

Letters of Appreciation
Dear Editor:
The new community center at Dexter is completed and we want to
thank the Honorable Judge George Weaks and the Calloway County
Fiscal Coun for helping us to get the -new Wilding. The old center
was in bad shape and in the past year we had floor problems. The cost
would have been enormous to repair it, and it wouldn't have lasted.
Also the studs which hold the building together were rotted out.
We also want to thank Mr. Clyde Hale, our magistrate, and his guys
from the garage for our nice driveway and the leveling of the ground.
I know the people of Dexter hated to see the destruction of the old
building, which I've been told had been there approximately 60 years.
I know it has old memories for the community.
The new building is very nice. The main room is 28-by-24 feet and
we have tables and chairs to accommodate about 60 people. We have
a 9-by-I2 foot kitchen all equipped, two restrooms and a storage
closet. The building is available for rent for $20 per day for family
get-togethers, showers, birthday parties, anniversafys,- etc. Anyone
interested in renting it should contact Mr. or Mrs. Maxie Puckett by
calling 437-4292. All proceeds go for the upkeep of the building.
The Dexter senior citizens take care of the building and we meet
there every Tuesday from 9:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. We would like to
have some new members in the community join us on Tuesdays. We
do various things such as a potluck every first Tuesday of the month.
Everyone is invited. Bring a dish if you can. If not, just bring
yourself.
The Murray Health Express comes once every two or three months,
the Bookmobile comes the third Tuesday of the month, and we go on
trips using our own cars. We have blood pressure checks and Bible
study every week. These are done by Pauline Edwards, Jessie Jackson
and Elizabeth Puckett.
In the past, my ladies quilted and, believe me, they were the best
but it's too much for them anymore. They keep telling me they're getting old.
My group and I especially want to thank Mr. Harold Turner and, Mr.
Charles Elkins for all they did. They did the plans and all the work on
the community center except the plumbing and laying the carpet. They
also helped to get all of our things from the old building into the new
and did all the big and little things we asked of them. They were just
great.
We are planning an open house from 1 to 3 p.m. on Sunday, Oct.
17. Everyone is invited to come see the new Dexter Comniunity
Center.
Elsie Springer
Dexter Site Director
Route 3, Box 284K, Murray

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed inALPHA Builders- Carpen- sured Estimate available
try. remodeling, porches, 759-4690
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, mainte- TYPING Editing Renance, etc Free estimates sumes term papers. manu489-2303
scripts, etc $1 50rpage
759-9660
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom TYPING Service Available
woodworking 753-8056
to businesses and individuals Provides professional
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
quality, reasonable rates
Factory trained by 3 major
next day service Spelling
manufacturers All work
and minor grammatical corand parts warranted Ask
rections provided tree Call
for Andy at The Appliance
753-4821, 9-5, M-S
Works 753-2455
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Service Center. cleaningKenmore, Westinghouse,
servicing $15. most repairs
Whirlpool 30. years ex$35 Free estimates Route
perience
BOBBY
1, Ono Open 9-12, 1-5 East dealer.
HOPPER 436-5848
Mon Fn , 753-0530
Neither aide vulnerable.
BACKHOE Service, corn
NORTH
plete foundations Nesbitt WANTED light hauling,
Masonary
phone trees trimmed or removed
•A K 6
492-8516, D Pager Call Don 753-2772 or
•10 86 5 3 2
753 2320
762 7221
BACKHQE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN seplic tank WU blow out gutters and
instalabon repair replace- mulch leaves 753-8908
ment 759-1515
WINDOW & door repair
BACKHOE Service - ROY Repair, re-screen re-glaze
HILL Septic system drive- aluminum or wood 20yrs
ways, hauling foundations experience 753-2330
etc 759-4664
prompt SOIVIO8
BOBS Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaranteed
753 1134 or
436-5832
CARPET and vinyl installation arid repairs Glen Bebber 759-1247
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home boats. RVs
and etc Excellent protection high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664
C & C Painting, free estimates Cal 753-0884
C & D HOME Repairs Call
753 9669
CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191
COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wulff's Recovery Murray
436-5560

DRAFTING Planning a
dream home making addbon(s) or lust remodeling?
Let me help you with your
designs Have a degree in
drafting and experience
759-9924 after 5pm or
leave message
DRYWALL finishing repairs, additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761
GENERAL Repair plumbing, rooting, tree work
436-2642
GENERAL Repair plumbing rooting tree work
436 2642
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing vinyl siding painting Free estimates 18
years experience Local references 436-2701
HADAWAY Construction
Remodeling, vinyl siding
vinyl replacement windows, vinyl flooring

CUNNINGHAM'S.Heating
436 2052
and Cooling Service Complete installation and ser- HANDYMAN will do plumbvice
Call Gary at ing electrical, carpentry
759 4754
and general repair
753-0596

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic sys- KITCHEN CABINET REtems, 354-8161 after 4pm COVERY existing doors &
DAVE'S Window Cleaning frames with woodgrain foris now accepting houses for mica all colors Free estithis fall Call for free estimate 753-9873

mates Wulff's Recovery
Murray 436-5560

\\biking

Around
The
Clock
Nr You!

Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
Chiropractor
Call for an appointment

Some advertising messages are fleet
ing
they're seen or heard for a
few seconds
and then they are
gone

753-2962

It's not that way when you advertise
in classified Your message, in print,
can be read and re read
any time
of the day or night

Ark, _..,----_,_ .

322 E
koky
,

ALPHA BUILDERS
Remodeling, garages, decks, porches, concrete

Bel-Air Center, Murray
(502) 753-3868

..

Call 753-0775 for free
estimate If no answer,
leave message

MR Chimney chimney
dewier 492-8723

STUDIO

Doors, Windows. Door Track & Trolleys. and Insulation
for Metal Buildings
Butterworth Rd (Hwy 299)
Office (502) 489-2722
Murray. KY 42071
Home (502) 489-2724

759-4685

Experienced 6 refer
ences available

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203

Needs...

METAL & SUPPLY CO.
Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service a ECONOMY
Your Source For Metal Roofing & Siding •
Call Us Anytime

Residential &
Commercial
Service

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING Carpets. furniture
Consnerael or residensai
Free estimates 753-5827

Portrait

D. Pager 502-762-7221

Septic Tanks, Sewers & Hassling

Moving, Rearranging
your present home?
We can move your
furniture
&
appliances along ver/
other
household
products.

LAWN mowing I leaf
mulches; Coleman IleneNA 7594564
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Famous Hand

753-5950

BRICK ranch 4br, 2 bath.
2x26 screened deck off
large kitchen, new roof,
Vans
equipment/Doi shed Apton
prox 3 5 acres fenced for 1985 DODGE van
horses or cattle Ott Bethel cargo vehicle, very deChurch Rd 5 miles north- pendable and in very good
east of Murray 759-4947 condition Must sell Best
after 6pm Reduced to sell offer Call 759-9962 leave
message

tee

Inm1 A A-1 Hauling.
mut" tree removal, clewing out sheds, attics, & odd
yobs Free estimates
4352102 Luke Larnb

Swains
011eree

CONTRACT BRIDGE

1988 BUICK Park Avenue,
one owner, dean,excellent
condition, leather and
power seats, loaded, white,
red interior, 4 door. V6,
auto, 88,XXX miles,$7150
759-1604

1989 CAVALIER. Chevy,
38R 1 bath bock home. 38,XXX miles. grey, arc,
2100. sq ft. electric wall arrirlm Call arid leave mesheat window air, lot sage 753-6465
85'xt80, 905 Fairtane Dr
1991 40R. Executive Se$60's 753-3793 Bill
ries Lincoln Town Car, one
Parker
owner, loaded, white
3BR, located 300 yds horn
Wranglers Riding Club,
about 5 minutes from Murray on Van Cleave Rd. 3
acres all fenced, horse barn
& 30x40 shop 753-4525

BOAT /1 camper storage
753-4509

Boat Storage
at Lee Marine

1981 FORD F250, high mi
leage 435-4435

KID'S bike. Yamaha Pee
Wee 50. 1992, low hours.
$650 753-4832

3800 SO ft of quality house
located at 1556 Canterbury
Dr Builders personal
home Would consider
trade Call 753-3672 after
5P.m

1979 31FT Airstream. 1978
Chevrolet Suburban 464
Will see together or separate 753-0111

Used
Trucks

1987 CHEVROLET S10,
white, extended cab, air
auto. prb. prs, 60,XXX
miles $5500 753-7353 attar 5pm

3-48R. 1 bath frame house
or sate by owner on Olive
Street Priced in the $40's
753-7390

•

Unless
Meted

RE/MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Porno. Paul Da*/
Center
Bel Air
502 753 -SOLD. 1986 700 SUZUKI Intruder
black, extra chrome, 6XXX
I -800-369-5780
miles. $2000 759-2507
ROBERTS Realty Celloway County's oldest and DISCOUNT parts, dependmost reliable real estate able service for WI brands
agency For al your real MOTORCYCLE PARTS &
estate needs call them to- SERVICE, north of Murray
day at 753-1651 0 Syca- on Coles Campground Rd
Open weekdays 4pm-6pm
more and 12th St
Sat 10am-3pm

DUPLEX bts for sale or
trade, several to chootie
from on Druguid Road, all
city utilities available Starting at $11,800 each Owner
financing available Call
753-7668 days

.0

MONDAY, OCTOBER 11, 1993

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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TRi-STATE
GARAqE

BOWERS
Melber, Kentucky
or CM Collect (502)1174-5893
CALL

1-800-767-5893

WhotaWayto Start The Week!!

— Dial Now —
eldvertIse Here!

When you're looking for results,
look to classified One phone call
Puts your ad in print and it keeps
on working for you . right around
the clock I

The Murray
Ledger & Times
Classified Ads
753-1916

very difficult problem. He had to
decide whether the trumps were origi nally divided 3-3 or 4-2. If they were
divided 3-3, be could make the slam
by drawing two more rounds of
•A
trumps, cashing dummy's Q-J of
++AQJ
clubs, and then ruffing a heart with
WEST
EAST
his last trump to permit him to cash.
+94
Q 1087 32 -the 10-6 of clubs.
VAKQ 9 7
V4
After considering the matter
+8643
•5 2
carefully.Grunewald decided that in
K
d+ 98 7 3
a hand so freakish the diamonds
SOUTH
were more likely to be divided 4-2
+J5
than 3-3, in which case desperate
V —
measures would he required. Accord• K QJ 1097
ingly, he cashed his king of trumps.
+ 106 5 4 2
discarding a heart from dummy,and
The bidding:
then played the Q-J of trumps, disEast
South
West
North
carding the A-K of spades from
Pass
Pass
3V
Dble
dummy!
Pass
5•
Pass
6•
As a result, Grunewald made the
Opening lead — king of hearts.
slam. After cashing dummy's Q-J of
This dramatic hand was played
clubs, he led the six of spades tomany years ago by Bruno Grunewald wards his J-5. East took the queen
of Belgium. He ruffed the opening but, with only spades and a club left,
heart lead and returned a club, win- he had to return a card South could
ning West's king with the ace. After win in his hand. So Grunewald fincashing the ace of diamonds, he re- ished with 12 tricks consisting of six
entered his hand by ruffing another diamonds, five clubs and a spade.
heart, reducing his trump holding to
Had Grunewald failed to discard
the K-Q-J. There were still four the A- K ofspades from dummy when
trumps missing at this point.
he did, he would have gone down
Grunewald was now faced with a one!
Tomorrow: A little rope...

TUESDAY.OCTOBER 12, 1993

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NIAT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Enjoy a great deal from others. but
do not forget to carry your share of
the load. A new self-confidence
helps you climb the ladder of success more quickly. Early in 1994, a
love relationship will be greatly
strengthened by the little things you
do. Although unexpected expenditures can he worrisome, careful budgeting will allow you to accumulate
sus ings. You should feel much more
secure by this time next year!
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: tenor Luciano
Pay arotti. TV correspondent Chris
Wallace, actress Susan Anton, actor
Kirk Cameron.
ARIES (March 21 -April 191:
Compartmentalize your business
and personal lives to avoid a conflict
of interest. The news concerning
oyerseas business is good. Others
are looking to you for leadership.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Communications could be garbled
today.. Decisions should be based on
more than a flip of the coin. Show
your mettle. Your insistence on clarify ing instructions and rechecking
details will pay off.
GEMINI(May 21 -June 201: The
burden you carry. is not as heavy as
it might seem today. Others will
share the load, even financial costs,
if you make your needs known.
Swallow your pride and speak up.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22):
Ins olvement in community affairs
can he very stimulating. You can
expect to hear good news about a
pet project. Follow experts' advice
regarding securities or investments.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): An item
you have long wanted to buy may
be the right price now. Be open to
financial tips from friends or rela-

tives. A new association could he
lucky, rich in rewards.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22i:
Pressure tactics may help get your
was, but with a loss of good will.
Success in high-level matters is realized, thanks to support from VIPs.
The romantic tires will burn brightly
tonight.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221:
Large-scale plans may need downsizing. Your awareness of a tendency to overlook details keeps you on
course .now . A job-related social
event could he fun.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
You can accomplish more by working on your own now. Family members benefit from your guidance just
as you profit from theirs. Postpone
signing a binding agreement until
more information is available.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
211: Detective work turns up bargains or valuable news today. Secret
talks are favored. A surprise package or clever idea brightens your
mood. Spend time with an older person this evening.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): You strike a chord when sou
appeal for help today-. Long-range
plans accelerate as you broadcast
your views. Welcome news, a vote
or invitation brings delight.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Favors will be granted if your
requests are reasonable and channeled through the right people. Be
understanding if loved one cannot
make a commitment. You are a
tower of strength to a friend.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20): Be
patient and others will reveal their
plans. Your understanding is, deeply
appreciated by those who are' under
stress. A teen-ager shares an idea
that could benefit the entire family.

e*,

TODAY'S('HILDREN are peace-loving, intellectual and more creative
than they think. They often need a gentle push from their parents and teachers to develop their considerable talents. Social activities and public contact
mean a lot to these outgoing Libras. They do not like to be alone for extended periods of time. The ideal career will allow them to travel fairly frequently. New sights and experiences stoke their imagination!
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LOOKING BACK

TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Oct. II. the 284th day of 1993. There are 81
days kit in the year. This is the Columbus Day observance, as well as
Thanksgiving Day in Canada.
Today's Highlight in History:
Twenty-five years ago, on Oct. 11, 1968. Apollo VII, the first
manned Apollo mission, was launched with astronauts Wally Schirra,
Donn Fulton Eisele and R. Walter Cunningham aboard.
On this date:
In 1776, the first naval battle of Lake Champlain in northern New
York state was fought during the Amencan Revolution American forces led by Brig. Gen. Benedict Arnold suffered heavy losses, but managed to stall the British.
In 1942, the World War II Battle of Cape Esperance began in the
Solomons, resulting in an American victory over the Japanese.
In 1943, the New York Yankees won the World Series, defeating
the St. Louis Cardinals in game five, 2-0.
In 1958, the lunar probe Pioneer I was launched. It failed to go as
far out as planned, fell back to Earth, and burned up in the
atmosphere.
In 1962, Pope John XXIII convened the first session of the Roman
Catholic Church's 21st Ecumenical Council, also known as Vancan II.
In 1975, NBC "Saturday Night" made its debut with guest host
George Carlin.
In 1991, before the Senate Judiciary Committee, law professor Anita Hill accused Supreme Court nominee Clarence Thomas of having
sexually harassed her. Thomas denounced the proceedings as a "hightech lynching."
Ten years ago: The last hand-cranked telephones in the United
States-went out of service as 440 telephone customers in Bryant Pond,
Maine, were switched to direct-dial service.
Five years ago: Violence began to subside in Algeria, where mass
rioting by youths broke out a week earlier, prompting the government
to declare a state of siege.
One year ago: President Bush, Democrat Bill Clinton and independent candidate Ross Perot clashed for 90 minutes over character and
the economy in the first presidential debate of the 1992 campaign,
held in St. Louis.
Today's Birthdays: Choreographer Jerome Robbins is 75. Singermusician Daryl Hall is 45. Sen. Patty Murray, D-Wash., is 43.
Thought for Today: "Nobody holds a good opinion of a man who
has a low opinion of himself." — Anthony Trollope, English author
(1815-1882).

Tea years ago

Ground

dent near Hazel.
New officers of Murray Civitan Cluyb are Dr. Willis Johnson,
Ronnie Pool. Virginia Bolen,
L.A. Jones and Adeline Wilson.
Elected as new officers of
Murray Optimist Club are
Richard Vanover, John Hill, Bill
Rouse and Mark Miller.
Cheryl Billington, Mark Miller, Cindy Spann and Marie Willett are new officers of Murray
Middle School.
Mr. and Mrs. Alva B. Thompson were married for 65 years on
Sept. 29.
Teresa Kim Suiter and Steven
Ray Lyles were married recently
at Goshen United Methodist
Church.
Twenty years ago

IN

A rek.ord was set on Oct.
Murray
Hospital with

It) at
110
patients being treated, according
to Bernard C. Harvey, hospital

has been broken tor

Mark Edward Smith, 23, and the new house of Pi Kappa Alpha
SC041 H. Pritchard. 20, died from fraternity at Murray State
injuries sustained a traffic acci- University.
Congressman Frank Albert
Stubblefield, No. 1 ranking member of House Committee On Agriculture, will be speaker at Burley
and Dark Leaf Tobacco ..meeting
at Louisville on Oct. 16, according to Holmes Ellis of Murray.
president of the export group.
Rex Dowdy is pictured with a
25-pound catfish he caught while
fishing near Highland Hollow of
Kentucky Lake.
Mary Frank Holcomb Karr and
Ottis Pate Valentine were married
Sept. 22 at Bowling Green.
Kentucky Division of United
Daughters of the Confederacy
met Oct. 10 and 11 at Lake Barkley State Park. Several local persons attended the state meeting.
Thirty years ago

administrator.

Janice Cherry, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Oliver Cherry, and Linda Marine, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Merritt Marine, all of Murray, are cheerleaders at Murray
State College.
Mrs. C.C. Lowry, general president of Murray Woman's Club,
spoke on "Your Club- and Mine"
at a dinner meeting of Delta
Department of MWC. Special
music was by Mrs. W.D. Caldwell, vocalist, with Mrs. Richard
Farrell as accompanist.
Sherrie Jane Morton and Billy
Rex Paschall were married Sept.
21 at the home of her parents.
Mr.a nd Mrs. James Carmon
Morton.
Forty years ago
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letters

ia•garding itsalous women and
stepchildren have prompted me tia
%krItt
%Ial regarding Vihat'
,CCM to
14 ••1'\ V7,11 misconceptions concerning stepparents I am III /V1 the stepmottle, ot five (1)11dt-cll. and it is the
most difficult situation I hive ev er
hail to deal it Ii it ii iv
I.•0 in Ili i• k% it b the father oat
Ito -c child,en
hut had I fully., i.e.! v. I, was
I %%mild
I .0..• I. It 1 lie
Anil changed
my name
mil a ',lace•tett to be chief babv.
sitter. entertainer. chauffeur. nurse,
counselor and caretaker id these
I

live children
wit h none of the say
aSjiti .they are raised or disciplirett
I hese particulai children art.
alae•iit as lovable as Satan. and I'd
attempt All
,111 it I thought
thee.. '45a, .11 prie-.1 'who could stirvi‘e It I IlaIt. t
III le\
bo.,
L as
a dutiful stepparent.. but these(hi t
dren would kill Mother Teresa lii .1
day'
Taking Carl' of them has landed
nit' in the hospital three times in
the last two years I don't like being
treated like dirt in my own home by
a bunch .it kids who have never
been t aught
did Ind

allow them to throw food at the dinner table. IA11101 made me about as
popular as malaria.
When these spaded children are
all
Anil -4-allter to the (Our cornea s tit. v14.14.. t heir father will he
kicks. la. hear trnin them on Father's
they dont bother with it (111'All they ‘vant is mune% .
1.1117 I\
iii'
11101
and things
..\-• -.owl as I Call scrape the funds
together. on Ii w-. are packed. Am I
alone, or have ot her st titiant hers
experienced this'

MAR ABBY: 1 +.% -Niro ow 192)
of poor Jewish parents III l'idand
At
19. I went to Canada. enlisted in the Army and served III Wtorill
War II %%1111 OW

Pa

start ant anyone else who was seeking employment. I remember reading the headline in the Montreal
Star that morning:"Three thousand
laid off from Canadair, and 2,000
more tornornaw!7
A lot of immigrants were looking
for employment. so I had to be.
unique in my strategy to get a job. I
offrred to work far a week without
pay. and if the boss was not happy
with my work, there would be. no
hard feelings.
I was always given a chance to
pnave myself, and I was never without a Joh. I worked as a butt-her, saladmaker, past ry chef, carpenter.
roxifer,s shut' salesman, and in many
Tertiaries On an assembly line. I was
never too proud to take a job
Sienratti my -qualifications. I always
figured that IncIf a lioal was better
than none.
I yva irked as an apprentice past ry
chef and ended up winning many
trophies liar my. baking. I was chief
pastry chef at the Ritz Hotel in
Montreal, and .also at the Hotel
Americana in NVW York. After -Di years of working. I am
!IOW comfortably retired at age 70. I
am sell' married to my original wife
and have children arid grandchildren who have. given me, much happmess.
I would like to offer the following
advice to anyone, seeking employment: Take- any job you can get in
order to get your foot in the door.
Always come in early and stay late
Above. all, be clean shaven, with a
clean shirt and a pressed suit, a
shine on your shoes and a smile on
your face.
'MON ISLAW BATOWSK I,
NEW YORK

By GARY LARSON
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CALVIN and HOBBES

LOOK AT IRIS
ONE'

14ERES A COOL 60 SkING SO BASICALLY, likIS MYRICK
NOBOtti TELLS 141W1 MAT TO IS URGING EYERYONE
INDNIDUALiTI
DO HE DOES 4-1A1EVEZ NE EXPRE'SS
TNROUGN CoNFoRWITY ttWANTS AND NE BUIS
PRODuCT AS A REFLECTION 612044D-WAT-Sti-EKTItA1--?

sat, IT SCAPACED WS'S

DEFIANT TNE Wts1

ME

SAO 11-

MWI

INDEANDENCE

0 OM

CATHY
I WEPT DURIN6 'SLEEPLESS
IN SEATTLE,* AND CAN SPONTANEOUSLY QUOTE PASSAGES
FROM "THE BRIDGES Of MCISON COUNTY' IN MOMENTS
Of PASSION...

I HAVE STRENGTH, POWER,
I CAN DISCUSS NIARRIAGE
wITHOUT RUNNING. _ CHILDREN1 MONEY, WIT Nub THE &RACE
TO SENSE WHEN A PRE1TY
WITHOUT CHOKING... FEELINGS
LADY 3i1ST NEEDS A HUG .1 .y
WITHOUT OA56INS... AND YES!
I NOTICED **OUR DARLING
NEW BOOTS!

WHICH Of OS IS MR
REALLY PREPARED TO MEET
THE MAN Of OUR DREAMS?

DR. GOTT
A few days following the King Kong "incit,"
New Yorkers return to business as usaaii.
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38 Florida
Indians
41 Beverage
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43 Neither
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47 Story
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29 Little round
hill
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30 Urged on
32 Offspring
33 Footlike part
35 Piebald
27 Mild
39 Mother
40 Parcel of
land
41 Diphthong
37
44 Encountered
46 Above and
touching
41
48 Dregs
49 Corded cloth
44
50 Summer: Fr.
51 Male
52 Go astray
54 Article
54 illi 55 Period of
time
eo
56 legal matter
59 Cooled lava
63
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2 Single
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DEAR 1)1t. GOTT. My 's hole back,
torso and left side have a burning,
hurting sensation that has lasted for
three months_ My clothes- hurt me and
I feel terrible. One doctor I've seen
thinks it's fibrositis. but -one symptom
doesn't fit. I get bad chills when
removing or putting on clothes. Blood
tests and X-rays are all negative. and
I'm fit to be tied. The quality of my life
has deteriorated. and I don't know
where to turn.
DEAR READER This is truly a
challenging problem.
But I agree with you that fibrositis,
a peculiar affliction causing only mus
cle aches, is probably not to blame.
Have you considered stress'
Emotional tension can cause bizarre
skin sensitivities. Perhaps you are
reacting to a particular life situation,
such as a trying job or family prob
lems. Ask your doctor whether some
counseling might be in order.
DEAR DR. GOTT My 75-year-old
father had quadruple bypass surgery
four months ago. His chest wound has
been slow to heal, oozing pus and hay
ing a foul odor. He's been back to his
surgeon. yet the wound continues to
ooze and looks as it did following the
procedure.
1/EAR READER' Your father's
wound should have healed weeks ago
He may be suffering from a post operative abscess or he could have a
suture that hasn't dissolved and is
causing infection
To a degree. post -orrative
patients are like squeaky wheels:
Those that squeak the most get the
oil You and your father may have to
badger his surgeon to resolve this
issue.

1 remember a patient who came to
me a year or two ago with a similar
problem_ His chest wound was draining-pus and was obviously infected,
although his surgeon had pronounced
him-fit. I had the sense to refer him to
another surgeon who removed an
infected stitch, under local anesthesia. The patient's wound healed in a
week.
Check out your father's wound with
the surgeon If the doctor can't solve
the problem, get a second opinion
from another surgeon
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Pvt. Billy Joe Hosford, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Kirby Hosford of
Murray, is now at Camp Kilmer,
N.J., for embarkation to Europe.
He just graduated from Signal
Corps Radio School at Fort Monmouth. NJ.
Frank Lancaster, manager of
Capitol and Varsity Theaters in
Murray, presented a preview
showing of the movie, "It Happens Every Thursday" for about
100 local persons on Oct. 8 at
Capitol Theatre. The movie about
the operation of a weekly newspaper will be shown at Varsity
Theater Oct. 13 and 14.
Mr. and Mrs. Corbett Farless
of Chicago, Ill., have been visiting their son, the Rev. Bob Farless and family.
Mrs. Harry Sparks presented a
review of the book, The Screw
Type Letter at a meeting of Delta
Department of Murray Woman's
Club.

DEAR FED-UP STEPMOTHER: I hope you are alone — hut I
have a feeling you aren't. Read,
ers.

DAILY COMICS
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Cooler temperatures,
gusty winds and a few
drops of rain didn't slow
MSU's homecoming activities Saturday.
Bands, cheerleaders,
floats and lots of country
fare paraded down Main
Street to the delight of
hundreds of well-wishers.
Additionally, these conditions didn't seem to
bother the Murray State
Racers as they defeated
OVC rival Austin Peay
38-14 at Roy Stewart Stadium Saturday afternoon.
Tent City stayed packed
with visitors. Local vendors
stayed busy feeding hungry crowds. Other people
met up with old friends
and instructors.
All in all, Homecoming
93 proved to be a huge
success.

TOoc

—Staff photos by

Stacey Crook

MSU
Homecoming '93
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